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The problem this study addresses is the key factors which have
played an important role in the growth of small Indian retailers
situated in some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
More particularly, the intention was to examine what role
marketing played in this growth. The main reason for undertaking
this study is that it seems that many small Indian retailers
appeared to have exhibited growth despite having been affected
by Apartheid and other problems commonly associated with being
small. This study is unique in that it studies growth ie. a
positive phenomenon amidst difficult situations ie. Apartheid and
problems that are inherent in being small.
This problem is explored by firstly analysing literature on the
history of. small Indian retailers in South Africa with the
intention of identifying possible factors which may have played
an important role in their growth. Stemming from this exploratory
study into the history of small Indian trade in South Africa were
the following factors which seemed to have played an important
role in their growth:
a. business experience and skills
b. hard work and support especially from family members
c. good knowledge of the needs of Indian customers
d. superior service
e. competitive prices
f. keeping overheads low
l
g. adequate capital possessed particularly by small Passenger
Indian retailers
h. effectively identifying and exploiting opportunities
Secondly, the literature was once again explored to ascertain and
examine factors which have been known to play an important role
in business and more specifically small business growth. Having
examined the literature, it was found that such growth factors
could be grouped under six broad headings viz. Personal,
Marketing, Financial, Technical, Management, and General.
Relating what seemed to have played an important role
historically in South Africa in the growth of small Indian
retailers to what has been known to play an important role in
small business growth generally, it was found that there were a
number of common associations. Hence, this allowed for the
generation of the following hypotheses:
The growth of small Indian retailers in some of the previous
Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg was because of:
Hypothesis I (HI) - Personal Factors
Hypothesis 2 (H2) - Financial Factors
Hypothesis 3 (H3) - Marketing Factors
Hypothesis 4 (H4) - Management Factors
Hypothesis 5 (H5) - Technical Factors
Hypothesis 6 (H6) - General Factors
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A survey was conducted in two areas which were part of the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg and are often referred
to as the 'hub' of Indian retailer activity in Pietermaritzburg
with a high concentration of small Indian retailers. The areas
in question were the 'bottom end of town' which included all
those businesses in Church Street between East and Retief
Streets; the other area included businesses in Old Greytown Road
between Naidoo and Allandale Roads. A total of 67 small retailers
were interviewed who survived for at least three years, were in
business during the Apartheid era, and exhibited some form of
growth during this period. Cluster/area samples were chosen on
the basis of convenience and judgement to suit the financial and
time constraints of the study; and elements were included in the
sample randomly but in proportion to the size of their
clusters/areas in the total cluster/area population.
The 67 businesses studied were classified as low, medium, and
high growth using Hatten's (1997) and Walker's (1988) growth
models. There were 31 low growth, 32 medium growth, and 4 high
growth businesses.
The most important factors in this study were found to be in
order of importance: personal, financial, marketing, management,
and technical. In addition, the results of the qualitative study
revealed that Culture and Religion, Group Areas, and past
business experience also played an important role in business
growth, in this study.
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A belief in Superior Quality and Service
Learning from Failure
Knowledge of Business and Market
Adequate Capital
Price
In testing the hypotheses, using the Chi-squared test, it was
found that there were significant relationships between business
growth and personal, financial, marketing, management, and
technical factors, at the 95% confidence level. For all factors,
using the Chi-squared test, significant differences, and high
frequency counts were apparent at levels of importance thus
suggesting that all factors studied were at least important in
the growth of small Indian retailers situated in some of the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
The results of this study may be useful to:
a. prospective small business people wanting to increase their
chances of growth
b. those small businesses that want to increase their growth
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c. those small businesses experiencing growth problems
d. small business operators from disadvantaged backgrounds
e. organisations involved in small business development,
support, and training.
The limitations of this study include:
a. the lack of a pre-prepared sampling frame
b. unique results which may not be applicable to other small
businesses
c. lack of literature on small business growth and the history
of Indian trade in South Africa
d. inapplicability of the chi-square test for businesses in the
high growth category due to a small cell size
e. restricted response from the Likert scale measurement used.
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ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY
This study is divided into seven chapters each looking at
different but related issues. Brief summaries of the chapters are
given below:
Chapter 1 is divided into four sections. The first section gives
a statement of the problem which looks at a positive phenomenon
(ie. growth) which is examined in negative situations (ie.
Apartheid, and being small) . The second section seeks to provide
clarity on important terms used in the study so that from the
very outset, there is no confusion. The third section outlines
the research objectives. The final section discusses the research
context within which growth will be studied.
Chapter 2 provides historical information on small Indian trade
in South Africa. The major aim of this chapter is to identify
factors that were known to have played an important role in the
growth of small Indian retailers in South Africa historically.
This could help highlight issues which may be useful in the
setting of hypotheses.
Chapter 3 discusses and evaluates the literature that exists
regarding growth factors in small business and business
generally. The major aim of this chapter is to identify factors
that have been known to play an important role in the growth of
small businesses generally and relate these to what was found in
chapter 2. Here again, issues are highlighted which could help
to formulate hypotheses.
Chapter 4 is concerned with whether marketing plays an important
role in the growth of a small business and to relate this with
information generated in chapter 2. Here, the inherent advantages
that small businesses have in conducting marketing activity are
looked at. Also, inherent factors that place limitations on small
businesses in carrying out marketing is discussed. The main focus
however is on the important role of marketing in growth. This
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chapter also plays a useful role in helping to formulate
hypotheses.
Chapter 5 presents the research methodology, chapter 6 looks at




THE STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM, DEFINITIONS, OBJECTIVES, AND
RESEARCH CONTEXT
1. AIM OF THE CHAPTER
This chapter aims to present the problem area of inquiry, the
objectives which the study hopes to achieve, definitions of key
terms for clarification, and the context defining the parameters
within which the study will be conducted. Within this outline,
this chapter points out that the main reason for undertaking such
a study is to uncover and evaluate the key factors which have
contributed to the growth of small Indian retailers in some of
the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg. In addition, within
this broad framework, this study examines whether marketing has
played an important role in business growth. Finally, it is
suggested that a suitable context to study the growth of small
Indian retailers in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg
should be broad as it is evident from the literature that there
are numerous factors which influence business growth. Most of
these factors have been identified by Morkel in Scholtz (1986)
in a similar study and include personal, technical, management,
financial, marketing, and general factors. Nevertheless, an
important focus of the study will be on marketing and more
specifically on whether marketing has played an important role
in the growth of small Indian retailers situated in some of the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
1.1
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This study investigates the key growth factors for small Indian
retailers situated in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg. The basic reason for undertaking this study is
that despite the numerous difficulties that small Indian
retailers in South Africa are known to have faced historically
as evidenced in (Bhana & Brain: 1990, Rennie : 1989, and Ginwala
: 1992), it appears that many Indian retailers have exhibited
growth. In addition to these difficulties, small Indian retailers
may also have been restricted by other difficulties which were
known to have affected most small businesses in South Africa. The
Small Business Development Corporation (1988) identified most of
these difficulties which generally faced small businesses in
South Africa, as follows:
a. Regulations, policies and other "red tape" which restricted
the establishment and development of small businesses
b. Insufficient capital and shortage of finance. Although it was
noted by Bhana & Brain (1990) that historically, some Indian
retailers did come in with capital
c. Restricted access to credit facilities. This probably had
an even bigger impact on small Indian retailers as
disadvantaged group in South Africa.
1.2
a
d. Lack of managerial knowledge and skills. Although, it should
be noted, as reported by Bhana & Brain (1990) that, historically,
some small Indian retailers had experience in trade before coming
to South Africa which implies that they also had the requisite
management skills and knowledge to be successful and exhibit
growth.
e. Shortage of suitable and reasonably priced business premises.
This could have proven to be an even bigger problem for Indian
retailers as a result of the Group Areas Act which, as noted by
Ginwala (1992), placed severe restrictions on where they could
trade
Brown (1985) examined difficulties that small businesses
experience universally which should also be applicable to small
Indian retailers. Some of these problems are as follows:
a. The owner manager may have a number of functions to look after
and could not possibly expect to be an expert in each. However,
non specialisation, according to Ouchi's (1981) study of Japanese
organisations, has been recognised as a possible contributor to
the success and growth of Japanese firms in the market place. The
advantages of non specialisation therefore may have contributed
to the growth of small Indian retailers situated in some of the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
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b. Dependence on one product or technology is also liable to make
a small firm vulnerable to technical change and innovation.
Stanton (1995) states the adage 'innovate or die'. However,
evidence in Arkin (1981) and Bhana & Brain (1990) indicates that
small Indian retailers, historically, may have exhibited growth
through innovative approaches in doing business which implies
that innovation may have been important to their business growth.
c. Small firms undertake marketing activities on a limited budget
and on a 'do-it-yourself' basis, making many theories and
practices of large firm marketing inapplicable. In addition, an
article in Small Business World (1993) states that one of the
most important aspects neglected by small businesses is that of
marketing. This implies that although marketing is recognised as
playing an important role in small business growth, it may have
been neglected by small Indian retailers in some of the previous
Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
Therefore, it can be argued, that due to Apartheid-related
difficulties (Ginwala : 1992), which many small Indian retailers
in South Africa had to contend with, together with the
difficulties inherent in being small (Small Business Development
Corporation 1988), conditions may not have created a very
conducive environment for their growth. Against this background,
an interesting and unique study becomes possible because growth,
which is a positive phenomenon, is being studied under what were
negative and difficult conditions for the target population in
the South African environment.
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It is possible that the growth of small Indian retailers in some
of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg could have come
about as a result of the many advantages inherent in being small.
These advantages according to Machado (1996) and the Small
Business Development Corporation (1988) are as follows:
a. Small businesses are usually better acquainted with
customers than large, bureaucratic businesses. Bhana & Brain
(1990) note that small Indian retailers" ... were prepared to keep
long hours, persevere, and please the customers." In addition,
they note that Indian retailers had "better knowledge of their
Indian patrons". This suggests that there could have been
marketing advantages which historically may have contributed to
the growth of small Indian retailers.
b. Small businesses have faster decision-making, adaptation, and
problem solving reaction-time to market changes and needs. It is
evidenced in Meer (1969) and Palmer et.al (1956) that
historically small Indian retailers in South Africa were able to
extend and adapt their business activities even to rural areas
where many white traders did not want to go. In addition, Bhana
& Brain (1990) showed that historically small Indian farmers were
able to convert land covered in bush, with great expertise and
energy, into productive land, which was thought to be unsuitable
for farming, and which was then sold at a very good profit. This
implies that small Indian retailers historically were able to
adapt and had good problem-solving skills.
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c. Small businesses have greater control over resources and their
utilization. As noted by Bhana & Brain (1990), small Indian
retailers were able to keep good control over their overheads to
the extent that many even lived on the premises where they traded
which helped to keep the rental overhead low. Hence, this implies
that growth may have resulted from keeping overheads low.
d. Small businesses generally provide more personalised and
superior service. Superior service was particularly evident, as
noted in McCrystal & Maasdorp (1967), in the area of market
gardening.
Although documented historical evidence, noted in (Bhana & Brain
1990, and Arkin : 1981, McCrystal & Maasdorp :1967, Meer :
1969, Palmer et. al. 1956, and Rennie 1989), exists on the
growth and success of Indian trade in South Africa, it can be
argued that due to changes in time and situations, what may have
applied in the past, may not apply at present. Moreover, the
information available from the literature is based broadly on
Indian trade in South Africa and does not focus on different
areas in the country. Hence, it can be argued that due to
insufficient detailed knowledge, much remains to be learned about
the key factors which have contributed to the growth of small
Indian retailers situated in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg. This study of the key growth factors of small
Indian retailers in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg has the potential, therefore, of making an
important contribution to knowledge.
1.6
3. CLARIFICATION OF TERMS
The topic of this study is 'An investigation of the key factors
that have contributed to the growth of small Indian retailers
situated in some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg
: the role of marketing. I For clarification purposes, some key
variables of the topic need to be defined. A definition of Small
Business, Growth, Marketing, and Group Areas follows.
3.1 Small Business
The Small Business Development Corporation (SBDC) (1988) defines
small business as an independent, profit-oriented economic unit
which generally manifests distinctive characteristics such as:
a. independent ownership
b. independent management
c. simple organisational structure
d. relatively small influence on the market
and whose ownership can be identified with the persons who act
as:
a. entrepreneurs
b. part suppliers of capital
c. management of the business
d. effective decision makers
e. those who share in the profits
1.7
In quantitative terms, the SBDC defines small businesses as those




total assets of less than R1.5 million
annual turnover of less than R5 million
less than 100 employees.
3.2. Growth
Hatten (1997) states that growth is a natural and usually
desirable consequence of being in business and can be seen in
several forms. He argues that growth can be seen in terms of
revenue, total sales, number of customers, number of employees,
products offered, and facilities needed.
Another view of growth is given by Walker (1988), who supports
the Harvard Business School's definition of growth which has five
stages. These stages are:
a. Existence
In this growth stage, the business is run b~ the owner. The
product line is usually limited and the customer base is small.
b. Survival
Due to the business becoming more aggressive, generally the
number of customers and employees starts to increase.




In this stage, the business is generally more established and may
be expanding at a very fast rate.
d. Take Off
At this stage, the business has successfully expanded with
multiple product lines and a divisional organisational structure.
e. Resource Maturity
At this stage, the business is well established and successful
with the owner and the business becoming quite separate
financially and operationally.
In this study, growth will be looked at in terms of Hatten's
(1997) and Walker's (1988) models. In addition, using Walker's
(1988) model, firms will be allocated to different levels of
growth ie. low, medium, and high growth.
3.3. Marketing
Marketing is defined by the American Marketing Association as
" ... the process of planning and executing the conception,
pricing, promotion and distribution of ideas, goods and services
to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organisational
objectives". Longenecker, Moore & Petty (1994:190) suggest that
"small business marketing consists of those business activities
that relate directly to identifying target markets, determining
the potential of the target market, and preparing, communicating
and delivering some bundle of satisfaction to the target
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markets" .
It is noteworthy that Carson et.al (1995) argue that marketing
is I fundamentally different' and I more successful' in small
businesses than in larger businesses. This contention will be
discussed in the chapter on 'the role marketing plays in business
growth' .
3.4. Group Areas
In terms of the Group Areas Act (No 41/1950), traders from each
race group were required to locate in areas that were
specifically set aside for that racial group.
4. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study are as follows:
a. To identify and evaluate the key factors that have played
an important role in the growth of small Indian retailers
situated in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
b. To identify and evaluate whether marketing has played an
important role in the growth of small Indian retailers
situated in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
c. To perform a and b above for low, medium, and high
growth small Indian retailers in some of the previous Group
Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
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d. To ascertain whether the growth of small Indian retailers
in some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg can
be positively associated with the key factors identified.
5. RESEARCH CONTEXT
The research context describes the important parameters which
describes the environment in which this research will be
conducted. Discussing these parameters is important as it further
highlights the area of inquiry.
This study is unique in that it studies the growth of a group of
businesses which should not have exhibited growth theoretically,
given the difficulties they faced in South Africa. These
difficulties were essentially experienced during Apartheid
(Ginwala : 1992) and many arose as a result of being inherently
small in an environment that tended to favour big businesses.
Firstly, during Apartheid, Indian retailers were negatively
affected by a multitude of restrictive legislation. According to
Ginwala (1992) and Rennie (1989), the restrictions imposed on
Indian retailers historically were:
a. licensing policies which restricted freedom to trade and
restrictions placed on property ownership
b. immigration policies which restricted their movement within
the country
c. prohibiting Indian retailers from dealing in liquor
d. the imposition of a licence fee for Indian hawkers thus
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restricting their participation in economic activity
e. "keeping Indians out of properties that were well situated
for Black and White trade" (Rennie : 1989 : 17)
f. The Group Areas Act which placed restrictions on the number
of areas from which Indians could trade.
However, despite restrictive legislation, small Indian retailers
in South Africa were found to have exhibited growth historically
according to Arkin (1981).
Secondly, being small, Indian retailers would have been further
restricted by the following impediments which faced small
businesses generally in South Africa. According to the Small
Business Development Corporation (1988) , these restrictions were:
a. "lack of managerial knowledge and skills"
b. "low levels of formal business training"
c. "lack of well established and organised distribution system"
d. "insufficient capital/ shortage of finance"
e. "shortage of suitable reasonably priced business premises"
f. subject to excessive red-tape, regulation, and bureaucracy
In addition, small Indian retailers in South Africa and hence
Pietermaritzburg are part of a negative economy which, according
to the Small Business Development Corporation (1988), includes:
a. "widespread unemployment" and "population growth rate
reaching crisis proportions"
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b. "inequitable distribution of wealth"
c. "slow rate of economic growth"
Bhowan (1980 9) argues that, considering the limitations
imposed on small Indian retailers over the years, the fact that
they managed to survive would suggest that they "have an
entrepreneurial spirit that can be made to work for the benefit
of the South African society". However, small Indian retailers
in some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg appear
not to have only survived but also exhibited higher levels of
growth.
Therefore, this background of the multitude of difficulties faced
by small Indian retailers in South Africa should lead to an
important study into the growth of small Indian retailers in some
of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
According to the literature (Morkel & Gasse in Scholtz (1986),
Bamberger : 1982), a number of factors have been found to play
an important role in small business growth. In addition, in
examining the growth of small Indian retailers historically in
South Africa, the literature (Bhana & Brain 1990, Arkin : 1981,
Rennie : 1989, Meer : 1969, Palmer et.al. 1955, and Bhowan :
1980), shows that various factors could have played an important
role in their growth. These factors may have assisted small
Indian retailers in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg to overcome the difficulties mentioned
previously and bring about business growth. In combining
information from the literature, an important model emerges which
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will form a framework for studying the growth of small Indian
retailers in some of the previous Group Areas
of
Pietermaritzburg. This model can be illustrated as follows:
Literature on Small Business
Success/Growth
Morkel in Scholtz (1986)







Success/Growth Factors of Small
Indian retailers in
South Africa



























The historical factors in the above model can be grouped into
five broad categories which were found in the literature to have
been important for small business growth. A brief discussion of
the five broad growth factors follows:
In a study into small business success and hence growth in
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Australia, Morkel in Scholtz (1986) found that personal factors
played the most important role. In examining the history of
Indian trade in South Africa, Bhana & Brain (1990), Arkin (1989)
and Palmer et.al. (1956) showed that there was a strong evidence
of the existence of personal factors such as hard work,
initiative, perseverance, past experience, and honesty, which may
have played an important role in the growth of their businesses.
Nieuwenhuizen et.al (1996) assert that technical factors, such
as having appropriate skills and expertise, can play an important
role in entrepreneurial success and hence growth. This
corroborates the finding of Larson & Clute (1979) which found
that, among other factors, a lack of skills and training were
often cited as reasons for failure. This implies that skills and
training (expertise) play an important role in averting failure
thus bringing about success and hence growth. However, according
to the Small Business Development Corporation (1988), small
businesses in South Africa, including small Indian retailers,
lack managerial skills and business training possibly implying
an impediment to growth. However, historical evidence in Bhana
& Brain (1990) showed that for example Indian farmers who
exhibited growth had the skills, energy, and expertise to
cultivate land covered in bush which was thought to be unsuitable
for farming into productive land, thus implying that growth may
have resulted from a technical advantage.
Kozmetsky and Ridgeway (1983) found that among other factors,
management played an important role in averting failure in small
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business. In addition, the faster decision-making and problem
solving abilities, greater flexibility, more control, and greater
inter-personal contact which are advantages small businesses
(including small Indian retailers) generally possess, according
to the SBDC (1988), are indicative of management advantages. This
implies that such management advantages should play an important
role in the growth of small Indian retailers in some of the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
According to the SBDC (1988), a maj or problem facing small
businesses in South Africa, including small Indian retailers is
that they lack finance and capital. This could be detrimental to
business growth as Peterson, Kozmetsky, and Ridgeway (1983) found
that a lack of finance is often a reason for business failure.
However, historical evidence in Arkin (1981) shows that the
Passenger Indians who had more capital resources, exhibited the
highest growth amongst small Indian retailer groups suggesting
that their growth may have been as a result of financial
advantages.
Another important dimension to the research context of this study
is the evaluation of the role of marketing. Evidence in the
literature (Baker & Hart : 1989) suggests that success and hence
growth stems from marketing areas including market research, good
products and services, effective promotions, and good pricing.
However, according to Carson et. al . (1995), due to a lack of
resources, the scope and intensi ty of marketing in a small
business (including small Indian retailers) is limited. In
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addition, according to Small Business World (1993), marketing is
one of the most important but often neglected aspects of small
business. However, historical evidence in the literature, (Bhana
& Brain: 1990, Arkin : 1981, Rennie : 1989, Meer : 1959, Palmer
et.al. : 1956, and Bhowan : 1980), shows that marketing was not
neglected by small Indian retailers in South Africa and may have
been an important contributor to their survival and growth.
It is therefore apparent that the context within which the growth
of small Indian retailers in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg will be examined is broad with a number of
components. Taking a broader look at possible factors affecting
growth will be useful because if growth can be viewed broadly as
Hatten (1997) and Walker (1988) advocate, then the factors which
can have a bearing on growth could also be numerous and hence
need to be investigated broadly.
6. SUMMARY
This chapter has outlined the research problem, definitions of
key terms, research objectives and the context of the study.
The main reason for the inquiry is that Indian small retailers
in Pietermaritzburg appear to have exhibited growth despite
having faced numerous difficulties such as Apartheid.
Despite the inherent difficulties faced by small businesses in
general, such as lack of resources, they have many relative
advantages over large organisations, such as being closer to
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their customers and having greater flexibility. Such advantages
may also play an important role in the growth of small Indian
retailers in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
The growth of Indian retailers in Pietermaritzburg is defined
in terms of Hatten's (1997) and Walker's (1988) models. Those
organisations which exhibited growth according to Hatten' s (1997)
and Walker's (1988) models, particularly during the Apartheid
period, and were still in existence at the time this study was
undertaken, would be ideal candidates for inclusion in the study.
The reason is that such organisations may probably have done
something right to have exhibited growth during a negative period
of history like Apartheid. The main objective of the study is to
investigate the key factors responsible for the growth of small
Indian retailers situated in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
The growth of small Indian retailers in some of the previous
Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg will be studied within the
context of factors which are known from the literature for their
contribution to small business growth and, more particularly, the
growth of small Indian retailers historically from an orientation
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BACKGROUND OF INDIANS AND INDIAN TRADE IN NATAL
1. AIM OF CHAPTER
The aim of this chapter is to understand the historical issues
which have played an important role in the growth of small Indian
retailers in South Africa.
The examination of small Indian retailers and the growth thereof
will be looked at in terms of the different groups of Indians who
initially arrived in South Africa and to identify those groups
who were active in trade. In addition, the orientation will be
to understand the types of trade which were distinctive to each
group and the factors which played a role in the growth of their
businesses. The view will also be taken here that, although there
were groups which did not trade, they created opportunities for
the traders to grow as purchasers of essential goods and
services.
The growth of Indian retailers will be examined historically in
terms of the number of trading licences held and their domination
and growth over time with specific reference to certain types of
businesses.
This background information on small Indian retailers in South
Africa, and the factors which have been known to play an
important role in their growth, will be helpful in highlighting
issues which help understand the growth of small Indian retailers
in Pietermaritzburg.
2.1
As already indicated, this is an original study as it examines
the growth of a particular group of people whom experienced a
multitude of legal problems, restrictions, and disadvantages
(Ginwala : 1992). Problems which had the potential of not only
affecting the growth of their businesses negatively, but could
have also threatened the very survival of their businesses. In
this context, the problems which faced small Indian retailers
will be highlighted with particular reference to the effects such
problems had on growth. Although the literature does not deal
explicitly with how small Indian retailers in South Africa
managed these problems historically, it is possible that these
problems could have been managed effectively by the interesting
ways in which they operated their businesses, as noted in Bhana
& Brain (1990) and Arkin (1981), which also seemed to have played
an important role in their growth.
2. ARRIVAL OF INDIANS IN NATAL
According to Bhana & Brain (1990), there were basically three
groups of Indian immigrants who arrived in Natal between 1860 and
1911. The largest of these groups were the Indentured labourers.
They came mainly from Madras and Calcutta to Natal by sea. There
were those with special skills referred to as special servants
who received more pay than the ordinary Indentured labourer.
These special servants took up a number of positions such as
waiters, chefs, carriage-drivers, grooms in hotels and clubs in
urban centres like Durban and Pietermaritzburg, to name but a
few. Ginwala (1992) indicates that a number of Indian retailers
who accompanied the increasing numbers of Indentured Indians
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prospered by catering for their special needs. This implies that
the increasing number of Indentured Indians provided growth
opportunities for some small Indian retailers.
The second group of immigrants were those who were ex-Indentured
Indians referred to as "Free Indians" who were allowed to settle
anywhere in Natal or leave Natal for other parts of South Africa,
or they could have even gone back to India at the Government's
expense. According to Bhana & Brain (1990), because of previous
experience and skills, many Free Indians went into related
businesses and 'elevated' themselves economically. This implies
that their skills and experience may have played an important
role in their economic elevation, and hence growth.
The third group were those who were mainly from Western India and
arrived at their own expense as British subj ects, who were
referred to as Passenger Indians. Although many were teachers and
interpreters, according to Bhana & Brain (1990), the majority
were traders and hawkers.
A more explicit discussion of each type of small Indian retailer
follows below:
3. PASSENGER INDIANS
This group came independently of any official arrangement and
paid their own fares to South Africa. Many were British subjects
and were therefore free to move around the Empire. To this group,
the prospect of trade was the most attractive, according to Arkin
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(1981 :42) 1 and they entered Natal essentially to satisfy the
demands of the existing population for Eastern foods by importing
these products. Moreover l the presence of a large number of
Indentured Indians provided the Passenger Indians with
opportunities to supply the Indentured labourers with other goods
from India. This suggests that many Passenger Indians came to
South Africa because they identified business opportunities which
stemmed from the increase in Indentured Indians.
Bhana and Brain (1990:36) note that by 1911 there were 149 791
Indians in South Africa of which 19 839 were listed as Passenger
Indians in Natal. The majority of the Passenger Indians were
Gujarati-speaking Hindus and Muslims. The Hindu Passenger
Indians l who came mainly after 1890 1 engaged in petty trade in
contrast to the large-scale businesses run by some originally
Muslim Passenger Indians. This could mean that 1 historically 1 the
real growth took place amongst Muslim owned businesses.
As this study examines the growth of small Indian retailers in
some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermari tzburg 1 it is
noteworthy as reported by Rennie (1989:16) 1 that in 1883
1
there
was an increase in the number of Indian retailers renting
valuable properties in Commercial Road between Church and
Pietermaritz Streets; an area which was often called the
"commercial focus of Pietermaritzburg". According to the 1895
valuation roll (wards 4 & 6) 1 there was a dense concentration of
Indians in this "commercial focus of Pietermaritzburg" which had
a Mosque and 24 premises being occupied by Indian retailers.
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Rennie (1989) reasoned that the establishment of a Mosque meant
that the area was occupied by Passenger Indians who were
predominantly Muslim. Here again, the historical evidence
suggests that the Muslim owned businesses were growing faster.
4. FREE INDIANS
These were the ex-indentured Indians who were free to move around
the colony, set up their own businesses and purchase property.
Bhana and Brain (1990:44) report that within a decade of the
first arrival of Indians in South Africa, there are references
to Free-Indians living in towns and setting up shops in the
business areas. According to the Clayton Commission, as stated
in Arkin (1981:42), although Free Indians provided useful
services such as hawking, market gardening and unskilled labour,
very few would re-indenture. A possible reason for this may have
been that there were more growth opportunities in business than
there were in working for somebody else.
Due to the rapid influx of Indentured Indians, the number of Free
Indians increased rapidly. Bhana & Brain (1990) report that Free
Indians were relatively well established in Durban where many
operated as shopkeepers. In addition, they report that "all the
market gardening and hawking of fruit and vegetables were in the
hands of Indians" who "continue to elevate themselves on the
social scale .... more land is taken up and more shops are opened
yearly". This is supported by McCrystal and Maasdorp (1967) who
showed that by 1882, Indian retailers "almost monopolised" maize,
tobacco, and garden produce on the Natal coast. Here again, there
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is historical evidence of growth although in particular areas of
business.
It is reported by Bhana & Brain (1990) that many Indian farmers
used their energy and expertise to cultivate land covered in
bush, thought to be unsuitable for sugar-cane farming, into
productive land. Indian farmers who owned such land disposed of
it at a good price to White farmers and moved further afield by
acquiring cheap land, developing it, and selling it at a good
profit. In addition, Naidoo & Naidoo in Palmer (1956) showed that
historically Indian retailers showed initiative, perseverance,
and were prepared to struggle against larger businesses. This
implies that the possession of relevant skills, hard work,
initiative, and perseverance may also have contributed to the
growth of Indian retailers historically, which provides important
insights for the purposes of this study.
The skills and ability to work hard also played an important role
in the competitiveness and hence growth of Indian farmers who,
in the words of Bhana and Brain (1990:49), "entirely shut out
European competi tion." They suggest that this was so because many
of the Indentured Indians were involved in farming and acquired
the necessary skills and experience which made farming a natural
choice when they became Free Indians. They also report that the
Free Indian, together with members of his extended family, worked
together for long hours to establish their crops. This suggests
that, among other positive factors already mentioned, there was
an emphasis on working together as a team in getting the job done
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which helped to establish their agricultural business growth.
The growth in the number of Free Indians in Pietermaritzburg was
reported by Rennie (1989:8) as being mainly in the area between
Boshoff Street and Dorpspruit in the late 1800s when they first
arrived. In Pietermaritzburg, Free Indians were very successful
in market gardening and most of the work was performed by family
members so costs were kept at a minimum. Rennie (1989:10) states
that Free Indians in Pietermaritzburg "succeeded in winning for
themselves, almost entirely, the supplying of the local market
with vegetables". This implies that the competitiveness and hence
growth of the small Indian retailer historically came about due
to keeping their business overheads low.
Certain other developments were probably responsible for the
growth of Indian trade in Pietermaritzburg as there was an
increase in Free Indian-owned stores in 1800 with the arrival of
the railway line in the city, as reported in Rennie (1989:10).
There was also an increase in retail shop licences according to
Rennie (1989:10), and the number of licences granted to Indian
retailers between 1875 and 1880 had increased from one to twelve.
5. TRADERS IN NATAL
As noted by Arkin (1981), 'Arab' traders, (possibly Muslim) came
from Western India, and possessed sufficient resources to
establish themselves in the trade of staple items imported from
India. It was further reported that they had international ties
with agents in India and close links with small stores in rural
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areas kept by their relatives which, when combined with their
knowledge of the Indian immigrant population, led to a rapid
growth of their enterprises. Hence, the possession of adequate
resources, and good relationships with value creating entities
probably made an important contribution to the growth of small
Muslim Indian retailers in Natal.
The growth of Passenger Indian retailers was the result of their
being able to compete effectively on the basis of low salary/wage
overheads. Arkin (1981:70) reported, that Passenger Indians were
able to undercut free Indians by using relatives as assistants,
who were paid 10-30 shillings a month, enabling owners to drive
Free Indian firms out of the market. Table 2.1 below shows that
by 1885, Passenger Indians outnumbered Free Indians, according
to Arkin (1981:70), making it very difficult for the free Indian
retailers to compete successfully with Passenger Indian
retailers.
Table 2.1: The Number of Retail Stores Kept by Free and
Passenger Indians in the Borough of Durban 1870-
1885





Source: Report of the Indian Immigrant's Commission, 1887,
Wragg, 75 (Adapted from Arkin 1981)
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As reported by Arkin (1981), Passenger Indians were
"formidable rivals" to White traders for Black trade. Factors
which contributed to their competitiveness and hence growth,
according to Arkin (1981), included living more simply than their
white competitors and paying lower wages to their assistants. In
addition, Rennie (1989:15) noted that, other possible growth
factors with special reference to 'Arab' Muslim traders were
that, they were prepared to keep long hours, persevere, and
please customers. This particular reference to pleasing the
customer has relevance to the marketing part of this study,
implying that Passenger Indians used some marketing techniques
which could have also played an important role in their growth.
Historically, there was a marked increase in the growth of small
Indian retailers from 393 in 1895 to 1008 commercial licence
holders in 1908, as noted in Arkin (1981) in the table below.
Table 2.2. The Total Number of Trading Licences held by
Indians in Natal, 1895-1908
Year Number Year Number
1895 393 1902 1056
1896 464 1903 1109
1897 523 1904 1334
1898 520 1905 1269
1899 461 1906 1226
1900 472 1907 1216
1901 923 1908 1008
Source: Arkin (1981:72)
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According to Table 2.3 below, Indians were dominant in the hawker
and storekeeper groups.
Table 2.3 : The Number of Whites and Indians in Commerce in
Natal, 1891-1904
Category
1 8 9 1
Whites Indians



























Source: Census of Natal, 1891
Census of Natal, 1904
Adapted from Arkin (1981)
It would appear that good marketing, with particular emphasis on
service played an important role in the historical growth of
those Indian retailers in market gardening and hawking. This was
observed by Bhana & Brain (1990) who note that the Wragg
Commission Report found that those Indian hawkers who settled in
the vicinity of Durban and Pietermaritzburg succeeded in winning
for themselves, almost the entire supply of the local market for
vegetables. The Report further stated that "from an early hour
in the morning Indian hawkers, male and female, adul t and
children, go busily with heavy baskets on their heads from house
to house and thus citizens can now daily, at their own doors, and
at low rates, purchase wholesale vegetables and fruit, which, not
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many years ago, they could not, with certainty, procure even in
the public markets, at exorbitant prices" McCrystal & Maasdorp
(1967 : 1). Hence, superior service and low prices played an
important role in the competitiveness and hence growth of the
small Indian market gardener historically in Natal.
It was also part of Indian culture, as noted by Naidoo & Naidoo
in Palmer (1956), to seize every opportunity to rise to higher
standards of living. Although Indian retailers initially catered
for the needs of Indentured Indians, many were quick to respond
to opportunities in the Black market and a handful sold to White
customers (Bhana & Brain : 1990). Palmer (1956) and Meer (1969)
also showed that historically many small Indian retailers
identified opportunities in rural areas with the Black market and
developed into such areas by opening rural stores. Hodgetts &
Kuratko (1995) note that the existence of opportunities and their
exploitation thereof is important for the success and hence
growth of a business. This implies that the identification and
exploitation of opportunities also made important contributions
to the growth of small Indian retailers historically in Natal
6. SPECIFIC REASONS FOR THE GROWTH OF INDIAN TRADE
An understanding of factors that historically played an important
role in the growth of Indian retailers would be useful in
providing a clearer perspective on the growth factors of small
Indian retailers in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
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Bhana and Brain (1990) reported that the Indian retailer
succeeded for a variety of reasons, as follows:
a. Experience in trade before coming to South Africa
Many Indian retailers, particularly from the Passenger Indian
group, had the skills, expertise, and knowledge as a result of
experience in trade before coming to South Africa. If the saying
that "the biggest tuition in the world is for the school of
experience" is relevant, then experience may have been a
contributing factor in the growth of small Indian retailers
historically in South Africa. Bird (1989) and Steiner & Solem
(1988) found that, among other factors, experience was perceived
to have played an important role in business success and hence
growth.
b. Some had initial capital
Arkin (1981) reported that the Passenger Indians had more
resources. Hodgettts & Kuratko (1995) reason that more capital
offers a firm a better chance of success and hence growth. This
could imply that the growth of Passenger Indian retailers, as
noted by Arkin (1981), may have been due to their greater capital
advantage.
c. Prepared to work long hours to trade in remote places.
This is supported by Palmer et.al (1957), Meer (1969), and
McCrystal & Maasdorp (1967). Research by Gasse in Scholtz (1986)
found that the main cause for success and hence growth in the
plastic and shoe businesses in Canada was personal factors such
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as hard work. Bhana & Brain (1990) confirm that, particularly in
market gardening, virtually every member of a family worked in
a integrated manner for long hours and in some businesses
relatives managed shops in rural and remote areas. This suggests
that a greater emphasis on personal factors featured strongly in
their businesses.
d. Kept overheads low.
It is reported in Bhana & Brain (1990) that Indian retailers all
over South Africa were able to undersell their white competitors
significantly. According to Bhowan (1980), this could have been
possible because Indian retailers worked on lower profit margins
and led simpler lifestyles than their White competitors.
In addition, the following factors were also found to have played
an important role in the growth of the small Indian retailer in
South Africa:
a. Group Areas Ackerman, quoted in Bhowan (1980), argued that
the Group Areas Act located small Indian retailers in places
where they were not competing directly with the big chain stores
which were absent from those areas. This meant that small Indian
retailers had a better chance of survival and hence growth in
their allocated Group Areas due to a lack of competition from the
bigger chain stores.
b. Business Setup : Bhowan (1980) also observed that the layout
of small Indian retailer, with the business on the ground floor
and the house upstairs, also may have provided certain
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advantages. He argues that this setup made it possible for family
members to assist during peak times and in the daily conduct of
the business. The orientation toward support and assistance from
the family is a unique part of Indian culture, so much so that
even children develop into co-operative members of a "kutum" (ie.
family), according to Palmer et.al (1956). This has important
implications for growth because Lee Iacocca (1986) believes that,
wi thout teamwork and hence support, a business would not be
profitable and grow. This implies that small Indian retailers may
have exhibited growth historically as a result of an effective
support mechanism from the family and by being located as close
as possible to the family to make family support more possible.
c. Marketing In separate studies by Ayob (1977) and Vawda
(1977) on small Indian retailers in Durban, it was found that
market knowledge and human aspects (service, friendliness,
courtesy), respectively, were perceived to be important, hence
suggesting a marketing orientation. The emphasis on marketing by
small Indian retailers historically is supported by Venter
(1979), who found the Indian retailer to be "an excellent
businessman" who buys and sells well, suggesting marketing and
more specifically selling advantages. This finding confirms those
of Hills & Narayana (1990) and Onions (1995), that marketing and
the ability to sell played an important role in small business
success and hence growth. This means that marketing may have
played a role in the growth of the small Indian retailer in
Durban.
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d. Atmosphere Bhowan (1980) believes that the unique
characteristics of many Indian retailers helps to attract
customers which could result in growth. These unique
characteristics, which create "an atmosphere for shopping",
include displaying goods on the pavement and at the entrance of
the shop thus increasing visibility to customers, and stocking
spices, eastern clothing, and prayer goods which are not normally
stocked by White retailers.
7. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY INDIAN RETAILERS IN NATAL
According to the Wragg Commission, Rennie (1989:17), 'the
Pietermaritzburg Chamber of Commerce, presented a petition to the
Legislative Council in 1885, requesting the imposition of a fee
on every non-indentured Indian in the Colony, as well as a house
tax on every dwelling occupied by an Indian.' Rennie (1989:17)
adds that 'Indians were prevented from dealing in liquor and
hawkers were to pay a 10 pound licence fee per annum, thus
placing severe restrictions on Indian participation in economic
activities. I According to the Wragg Commission (1885:74), quoted
in Rennie (1989), "Indians, Arabs and Asiatics should not be
allowed to live or trade in any parts of town excepting in such
a quarter that may be set apart by the Corporation or Local
Authorities for that purpose". A possible motivation behind these
restrict ions, according to Rennie (1989: 17) was" to keep Indians
out of properties that were well-situated for the Black and White
trade, such as Commercial Road shops in Pietermaritzburg, and in
this way obstruct their business".
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There was a strong anti-Asian agitation in 1919 which resulted
in The Asiatic Inquiry Commission investigating complaints of
European witnesses against Indian retailers. Some of the
complaints were stated in Palmer (1977:82) as follows:
1. "Their standard of trading and methods of business are
different to those of Europeans in the following ways:
a) They use inferior buildings as shop premises and pay
less rent for them
b) The owner of the business and his shop assistants
usually reside on the premises
c) They defraud their creditors by fraudulent insolvency
more frequently than Europeans
d) They pay lower wages to their assistants than Europeans
e) They evade the laws regulating the hours of trading
f) They habitually give short weight and adulterate
foodstuffs.
g) They thus succeed in underselling European traders
2. They form 'rings' to keep out European competitors"
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If the above complaints about Indian retailers were true, or even
partially true, these should have created opportunities for
growth in business. Barring possible unethical business practices
which are not included in this study, factors such as paying
lower rent, residing on the business premises, and paying lower
salaries, could have created opportunities for growth by passing
on cost savings to the customer in the form of lower prices, thus
increasing competitiveness certainly in a price sensitive market.
This would have implications for effective marketing.
According to Bhana & Brain (1990), Indian retai lers opposed these
accusations. One of the conclusions reached by the Commission was
that Indian retailers paid their shop assistants lower wages in
comparison to European traders because Indian retailers usually
provided them board and lodging and sometimes with clothing as
well. The Commission also took the view that although Indian
retailers did undersell their European competitors, the value of
Indian retailers in outer lying areas was said to be
considerable. As noted in Palmer (1977: 83), Indian retailers were
also found to be, honest, sold at reasonable prices, and were
generous in extending credit.
According to Ginwala (1992:7), restrictions on self-employed
Indian South Africans covered three main areas:
1. "their freedom to trade was curtailed by licensing policies
and restriction on ownership of real property"
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2. "they were denied access to the direct exploitation of
mineral wealth".
3. "immigration policies restricted their freedom to move in
and out of South Africa and to move freely from one part to
another"
Although Indians were allowed to buy land in Natal, restrictions
were placed on trading opportunities and licences by
municipalities. With time, the areas which Indians could occupy
grew smaller with the imposition of additional governmental
restrictions. In 1952, Indians were herded into ghettoes with the
introduction of Group Area legislation which divided all South
Africans on the basis of colour and, according to Ginwala
(1992:8), "the resulting checker-board is predominantly white".
However, despite the restrictions that faced Indian retailers,
noted in Ginwala (1992), many small Indian retailers in some of
the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg appear to have
exhibited growth. To re-iterate, what makes this study important
is that a positive phenomenon (growth) is being studied relating
to a repressive period (ie. Apartheid) for the target
population's small businesses operating in the metropolitan areas
of Pietermaritzburg.
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Historically, there were three groups of Indians who came to
South Africa. The Passenger Indians and Free-Indians were
involved in business whilst the Indentured Indians worked for an
employer.
Over time, the increase in the number of Indentured Indians
created growth opportunities and hence many Passenger Indians,
who came specifically to do business, directed products such as
spices and prayer goods at the growing number of Indentured
labourers who had needs for such goods.
Of all the small Indian retailer groups, the Passenger Indians
were the most progressive. Many were from a predominantly Muslim
background and had previous business experience and more capital.
This meant that the Passenger Indians had a competitive
differential advantage over other Indian retailers which probably
contributed to their growth.
The Free Indian retailers, were mainly, ex-Indentured workers but
opted not to re-indenture, possibly because of greater
opportunities associated with opening their own business. Many
of these Free Indians went into market gardening which they were
familiar with in terms of work they normally did as Indentured
Indians. They were able to work long hours with the support of
family members and managed to compete effectively in the market
through an effective door-to-door service and charged low prices
which played an important role in their survival and growth.
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Small Indian retailers were generally known to have grown for the
following reasons:
a. lower prices as a result of keeping overheads low through a
simple lifestyle leading to a marketing advantage.
b. offered effective service in market gardening and hawking and
exhibited good customer relations and knowledge of the market
suggesting marketing advantages
c. some had initial capital which created a competitive
differential advantage which has marketing implications
d. most were prepared to work long hours and trade in remote
places.
From what is already known about the history of small Indian
retailer growth in South Africa, this knowledge was used to
formulate hypotheses for this study. Factors known to have played
an important role in the history of small Indian retailer growth
can be associated with factors which Morkel in Scholtz (1986)









In trying to associate the factors which could have played an
important role historically in the growth of small Indian
retailers with those in Morkel in Scholtz's (1986) study, the
following observations are relevant:
a. The hard work evidenced in market gardening and experience,
particularly in respect of Passenger Indian retailers, (Bhana &
Brain: 1990) and honesty (Palmer:1977) fall within the category
of Personal factors.
b. The superior service by market gardeners & hawkers (McCrystal
& Maasdorp 1967), lower prices from keeping overheads low
(Bhowan : 1980), niche marketing in rural areas (Bhana & Brain
1990, Meer : 1969), good market knowledge, customer relations
& selling skills (Ayob : 1977, Vawda : 1977, and Venter: 1979),
and unique atmospherics (Bhowan 1980) all fall within the
category Market and Sales factors.
c. The superior skills, for example in, converting unsuitable
land covered in bush into productive land (Bhana & Brain) falls
within the category Technical factors.
d. The keeping of low overheads, particularly with reference to
the Passenger Indians, who also had greater capital resources
(Arkin : 1981, and Bhowan : 1980) falls within the category of
Economic and Financial factors.
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e. Expanding business activities by using relatives to manage
businesses in the rural areas (Bhana & Brain : 1990, Meer :
1969, Palmer et.al :1956) falls within the category of
Management factors.
f. No obvious growth factors in the literature covering
historical issues of Indian trade could be found under the broad
heading of General factors.
From the above, it can be concluded that the growth of small
Indian retailers historically may have been as a result of
personal, marketing, technical, financial, and management
factors. The orientation of this study will be to include these
conclusions as hypotheses to test whether they play an important
role in the growth of small Indian retailers in some of the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
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CHAPTER 3 GROWTH FACTORS IN SMALL BUSINESS
1. AIM OF CHAPTER
This chapter attempts to provide a comprehensive literature
review on the important growth factors in business generally and
more particularly in small business. The orientation will be to
relate these to the historical growth factors for Indian small
retailers in South Africa.
The chapter begins by examining growth factors in small business
and business generally. Here an attempt will be made to see if
these factors can be associated with factors which were thought
to play an important role historically in the success and growth
of the small Indian retailer. The reason for seeking an
association was to see if the issues Indian retailers focused on
in operating their businesses historically could be termed growth
factors. A discussion of growth factors in some other parts of
the world follows. The intention once again was to see whether
factors which are known to be growth factors in other parts of
the world could be related to the ways in which small Indian
retailers operated their businesses historically.
A section on business failure is also included. Here, again, the
intention is to relate things to historical issues concerning the
operation of small Indian retailers .
3.1
2. GROWTH FACTORS IN SMALL BUSINESS
Morkel in Scholtz's (1986) study found that the following factors













The Personal reasons for growth included 'honesty', 'hard work'
and 'common sense' to 'amusing oneself with what one does.
Market and sales related reasons included 'diversification',
, specialisation', and 'scarce or no competi tion. The other
categories are self-explanatory. It seems from historical
evidence of Indian trade in South Africa, as noted in Palmer
et.al. (1956) and Bhana & Brain (1990), that many of the factors
that were thought to have played an important role in the growth
of the Indian retailer can especially be found in the 'personal',
'market and sales' I economic and financial, 'management' I and
'technical' categories of Morkel in Scholtz's (1986) study. The
orientation, therefore would be to examine the growth of small
Indian retailers in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg in terms of the influence of the variables
highlighted in Morkel in Scholtz's (1986) study.
3.2
2.1. PERSONAL FACTORS FOR GROWTH
Morkel in Scholtz's (1986) study into small business success and
growth in Australia found that the most common reasons given for
growth and progress by businessmen were experience, knowledge of
business practice and the industry, and hard work. There is
evidence in the literature (Arkin : 1981) of small Passenger
Indian retailers having business experience long before coming
to South Africa. From the preceding reference, it is also
noteworthy that the Passenger Indian retailer exhibited
relatively higher growth of all Indian retailer groups presumably
because of past business experience.
'Hard work' as a criteria for growth and progress comes up
constantly in the literature. 'Success eventually came
through hard work and drawing as little cash from the business
as possible' (Morkel: 1979:12, quoted in Scholtz : 1986). Hills
and Narayana (1990) also found in their study of entrepreneurial
profiles in small businesses that among other factors, hard work
and devotion to the business were perceived to play an important
part in business growth. Similarly, Gasse in Scholtz's (1986)
study, researched the plastic and shoe businesses in Canada found
that the main cause of success and hence growth was due to
personal factors such as hard work. In relating this to small
Indian retailers in South Africa, historical information (Rennie:
1989), shows that hard work, with particular reference to small
Indian market gardeners and hawkers, played an important role in
their growth and progress.
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That said, Hodgetts and Kuratko (1995) argue that success and
hence growth in small business is often as a result of personal
factors such as:
a. Initiative and responsibility
There is considerable consensus that successful small business
entrepreneurs take the initiative and willingly put themselves
into situations where they take responsibility for their actions
(Hodgetts & Kuratko : 1995). According to Naidoo & Naidoo, as
quoted in Palmer et. al. (1956) , small Indian retailers
historically showed initiative and perseverance and were prepared
to struggle against larger businesses. In addition, historical
evidence in Rennie (1989) shows that initiative and
responsibility played an important role among other factors in
the growth of small Indian market gardeners. She noted that every
member of a household, including the wife, and children, took the
initiative and worked together responsibly for long hours in
establishing their crops 'entirely shutting out European
competition' over time. This suggests that the competitiveness
and hence growth of small Indian market gardeners may have come
about as a result of a combination of hard work, dedication,
taking the initiative, and relying on other members of the
household to undertake their responsibilities effectively.
b. Tolerance and failure
Hodgetts and Kuratko (1995) reason that successful entrepreneurs
are realistic about failure and are not disappointed by a
setback. Despite the numerous restrictions (Ginwala : 1992) that
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faced small Indian retailers in South Africa historically,
evidence in Arkin (1981) indicates that they occupied a sizeable
portion of small retail establishments in 1971 even though they
were the smallest section of the community. This implies that
small Indian retailers survived historically because they were
able to tolerate and withstand the many restrictions that
affected them.
c. High Achievement Drive
Hodgetts & Kuratko (1995) suggest that high achievement drive
is important in successful and progressive entrepreneurship. High
achievers, they argue, are action oriented, moderate risk takers,
take personal responsibility for their actions, and like concrete
feedback. There is evidence in Palmer et. al. (1956) of high
levels of responsibility obligation, and duty exhibited even by
children to the family business amongst the Indian population.
Nieuwenhuizen et.al. (1996) believe that the following personal
quali ties are important for entrepreneurial progress, success and
growth:
a. Persistence
Nieuwenhuizen et.al. (1996) argue that entrepreneurs have
confidence in themselves and continue despite setbacks and
difficulties. Persistence is reflected in the following example.
"I started out making burglar guards during weekends. I used to
walk for more than three hours carrying steel mats on my
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shoulder, as I didn't have transport. This never worried me as
I knew that my goal was to be a prominent businessman. I had
enough of working hard for someone else and earning only R81 per
week. This is the real reason which motivated me to start my
steelworks business. The passion for something is what paves the
way for you. Everybody starts off small - you go through ups and
downs, but perseverance and learning from your mistakes is
what makes you big one day". (Natal Witness: 1995). Naidoo &
Naidoo in Palmer et.al. (1956) found that even among poor
Indians, there was a very strong sense of determination and
persistence to rise to higher standards of living and a
preparedness to struggle against the odds in order to progress.
This could mean that persistence may be an important part of
Indian culture which may have contributed to the growth of small
Indian retailers historically, although how this could be
"proved" is difficult to envisage.
b. Commitment to the enterprise
This involves being dedicated to the businesses. Commitment is
shown in the following illustration. "As a coloured I was treated
as an outsider. I hated having to queue to have my pass stamped
and all the other petty restrictions. I became bitter. I was not
bitter for myself, but for other South Africans in the same
situation. I felt very keenly that there was a huge
potential in this country and think that everyone who puts
in the required effort will find opportunities opening up.
People don't succeed because they are black or white, but
because they're good at what they do and are prepared to
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make a complete commitment". (Natal Witness: 1995). In a study
into success and growth of family businesses, Murphy (1986)
found that commitment and dedication were perceived to have
played an important role in business growth. Relating this to
small Indian retailers historical evidence (McCrystal &
Maasdorp 1957) suggests a commitment orientation for small
market gardeners where every member of the household, including
the women and children, committed themselves to the business and
worked long hours as a team. Hence, the monopoly that small
Indian market gardeners had in 1882 as noted in McCrystal &
Maasdorp (1957) may have been due to a committed team effort.
c. Involvement in the enterprise
Nieuwenhuizen et.al. (1991) argue that successful and hence
growth oriented entrepreneurs get personally involved and are
aware of everything happening at all levels in the business.
Palmer et.al. (1956) found that small Indian family businesses
support structures were so evident that even children developed
into co-operative and involved members of the family business.
2.2. FINANCIAL
Financial problems pose a greater risk to small businesses due
to small organisations generally lacking finance. In a study
conducted by Woodruff, quoted in Hodgetts & Kuratko (1995), many
small businesses were found to have failed as a result of
financial problems. Some of the more common problems experienced
by firms that failed were cumulative losses, lack of tax
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knowledge, expansion beyond resources, and inadequate cost
analysis. This implies that, in the absence of financial
problems, firms have a better chance of survival, success, and
hence growth. Arkin (1981), shows that the small Passenger Indian
retailers, who had relatively more resources, exhibited the
highest growth historically in relation to other small Indian
retailers. Hence, financial advantages may have played an
important role in the growth of small Passenger Indian retailers
in South Africa.
McMillan (1974), quoted in Scholtz (1986), argues that, for a
small firm to operate successfully and progressively, it is
important that fixed costs and investments in fixed assets be
kept to a minimum. Relating this to small Indian retailers ,
historical evidence of Indian trade in South Africa, noted in
Bhana & Brain (1990) indicates that small Indian retailers
generally paid lower salaries and kept their overheads low. This
implies that keeping overheads low may have played an important
role in the growth and survival of the small Indian retailer
historically.
Among other things, Wortman (1976) regards adequate capital as
being important for success and growth. Many authors including
Buchelle (1979), Chaganti & Chaganti (1983), and Churchill &
Lewis (1983) believe that the success and hence growth of a small
firm, which is generally vulnerable to economic fluctuations,
depends on its ability to manage its cash. In associating this
wi th small Indian retailers historically, Arkin (1981) shows that
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small Passenger Indian retailers in particular exhibited
relatively more growth, probably due to being better resourced.
2.3. MANAGEMENT FACTORS
In a survey by Peterson, Kozmetsky, and Ridgeway (1983) into
small business failure, it was found that a lack of management
expertise and financial reasons were most cited. Weichmann
(1983), also found that a lack of management capabilities were
often cited as reasons for failure. This research suggests that
management plays an important part in averting failure and hence
brings about success and growth.
According to Hodgetts & Kuratko (1995), management involves the
handling of money, machinery, people, and materials effectively.
In addition, they state that management also involves planning,
organising, implementing, and evaluating the past and the future.
They suggest that the following management-related factors are
important for small business success and hence growth:
a. A primary factor in the success and hence growth of a small
business is the existence of an opportunity ie. there must be
customers who would want the business's products. Hodgetts &
Kuratko (1995) state that successful entrepreneurs have been
known to focus on the opportunity rather than resources,
structure, or strategy. For small Indian retailers, Arkin (1981)
reported that historically many Passenger Indian retailers came
to South Africa to satisfy the needs (opportunity) of the growing
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Indian population through products such as spices and prayer
goods. In addition, Meer (1969) and Palmer et.al. (1956) found
that many Indian retailers ventured into the rural areas where
the white trader was normally hesitant to go and exploited
opportunities which stemmed from Black customers. This implies
that historically, small Indian retailers capitalised on
opportunities which could have made an important contribution to
their growth.
b. Management skills include competence in planning, customer
service, awareness of competition, market-orientation, quality
products, accounting for all purposes, insight into expenditure
profits and losses, and the ability to use income judiciously.
Larson & elute (1979) and Winchmann (1983) discuss at length the
importance of management skills to the success and hence growth
of a firm. Relating the importance of management skills to small
Indian retailers in South Africa historically, Bhana & Brain
(1990) reported that small Indian retailers were able to keep
overheads low by living more simply. This suggests the presence
of management skills, (probably a good accounting system), in
keeping control over expenses could have played an important role
historically in the growth of small Indian retailers in South
Africa.
c . Effective management involves dealing wi th external
environmental forces ego social, cultural, economic, political,
legal and other external issues. The fact that small Indian
retailers in South Africa had to contend with numerous problems,
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for example legal problems as noted by Rennie (1989) and Ginwala
(1992), and despite these problems, exhibited growth historically
(Arkin : 1981), implies that they could deal effectively with
their external environments.
From the literature, it is apparent that management style plays
an important role in business growth. Supporting this claim are
the findings of Duchesneau and Gartner (1990) who in their study
of small business success and hence growth found that a
participative and flexible management style played an important
role in averting failure. Steiner and Solem (1988) also found
that in small manufacturing firms, a relevant management
background, flexibility, and experience were perceived to be
important contributors to positive performance. Relating these
findings to small Indian retailers historically, evidence exists
in Bhana & Brain (1990), and Arkin (1981), of participative
management through integrated family efforts in market gardening
and management background and experience in respect of small
Passenger Indian retailers.
Cooper (1979) concluded that success and hence growth came about
if a firm avoided dynamic and competitive markets and focused
instead on high-need growth markets. Relating this finding with
historical evidence of small Indian retailer activity in South
Africa, Arkin (1981), Bhana & Brain (1990, Rennie (1989), and
Bhowan (1980) indicate that, despite being part of competitive
and dynamic markets, small Indian retailers nevertheless survived
and exhibited growth. This could have come about historically due
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to their being part of growth markets with special reference to
the expanding Indian market segment and the rural Black niche
market, as noted by Meer (1969) and Palmer et.al. (1956).
2.4. TECHNICAL FACTORS
Hodgetts & Kuratko (1995) believe that the following technical
factors play an important role in the success and growth of small
businesses:
a. Technical competence
Technical competence is about knowing how to do the job.
According to historical evidence in Bhana & Brain (1990), the
Passenger Indian retailers, who exhibited relatively higher
growth, had business backgrounds and management skills even
before coming to South Africa. In addition, Arkin (1981) noted
that small Indian farmers had the skills and knowledge to convert
land covered in bush, thought to be unsuitable for sugar cane
farming, into productive use. This implies that historically
small Passenger Indian retailers and small Indian farmers had
technical competence which could have played an important role
in their growth.
b. Mental ability
Mental ability is the capacity to know and understand. According
to Arkin (1981), Passenger Indian retailers with previous
business experience and knowledge exhibited relatively higher
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growth than the other Indian retailer groups. This implies that
a mental ability advantage may have contributed positively to
their higher level of growth.
Nieuwenhuizen et.al. (1996) suggests that the following technical
factors play an important role in small business success and
hence growth:
a. Skills:
Skills involve activities like manual work which can be learned.
The importance of business skills and training is supported by
Larson & elute (1979) who in their study into business failure
found that a lack of skills and training were some of the factors
cited for failure. This implies that skills and training play an
important role in business success and hence growth. Associating
this with small Indian retailers historically, the superior
business skills of the Passenger Indian retailers reported by
Arkin (1981) may have been a reason for this group exhibiting the
highest growth amongst all small Indian retailers. In addition,
Arkin (1981) provides evidence of high levels of skill possessed
by small Indian farmers. This could imply that historically the
possession of appropriate skills may have played an important
role in the growth of small passenger Indian retailers and small
Indian farmers in South Africa.
b. Expertise
Expertise is the knowledge acquired through studying and
experience. As noted in Arkin (1981), apart from many small
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Indian retailers with experience in trade before coming to South
Africa, many had superior knowledge than White traders of
their Indian patron's needs. This suggests an important marketing
advantage arising from expertise which could have contributed to
business growth of small Indian retailers historically in South
Africa.
3. GROWTH FACTORS IN BUSINESS IN OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD
3.1. Growth Factors in Japan
According to Lee and Schwendiman (1982), the discount rate at the
Japanese postal savings bank, which is the largest in the world,
is low with bank loans available at a very low cost, making it
easier for small businesses to raise finance. Relating this to
the small business situation in South Africa, the Small Business
Development Corporation (1988) reasoned that a major restriction
facing small businesses in South Africa is the difficulty in
raising finance. It is obvious that this financial restriction
also applies to small Indian retailers too. This suggests that
small Indian retailers in South Africa may not have been as
advantaged as small Japanese businesses were in raising finance
cost effectively.
On the other hand, small Indian retailers may have had certain
financial advantages. In terms of Indian culture historically,
Palmer et.al. (1956) found evidence of the existence of support
systems whereby members of a family took responsibility for
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paying the debts of a family member who could not pay and even
provided financial support when required. Hence, it may have been
possible that the small Passenger Indian retailers found by Arkin
(1981) to have had more capital resources and exhibited
relatively high growth benefited from such support systems.
3.2. Growth Factors in America
According to Attard (1993:492), small businesses in America have
exhibi ted growth and success as a resul t of "counselling and
managerial and technical assistance to minority entrepreneurs in
an effort to increase their business opportunities .... "
In contrast, small businesses in South Africa, including small
Indian retailers lack formal business training, managerial
knowledge, and skills (Small Business Development Corporation :
1988) . Hence, the growth factors which applied in America may not
be applicable to small Indian retailers in South Africa, or
might have resulted in more rapid growth had they been available.
3.3. Growth Factors in China
According to the Journal of Small business Management (1995),
retailing is a relatively easy business sector to enter in China
due government reducing the amount of red tape and allowing free
markets to operate. This suggests, as in America, that Government
support has played an important part in the growth of small
businesses in China.
Because of restrictions Indian small retailers faced
historically, as noted in Rennie (1989), the growth factors which
applied in
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China may not be applicable to small Indian retailers in South
Africa where Government support was historically withheld.
4. REASONS WHY BUSINESSES DO NOT GROW
Although the focus of this study is on growth factors,
identifying issues which contribute to non-growth or even failure
are important, from the point of view of understanding how a
small business can increase its chances of growth by avoiding
factors that lead to failure. Hodgetts & Kuratko (1992) have
identified some specific reasons for failure and hence non-growth
as follows:
Incompetence
Incompetence is when the owners do not know how to run the
business thus making major mistakes. The fact that
many Passenger Indian retailers had prior experience and business
skills (Arkin : 1981), implies that incompetence may not have
been a problem for these traders.
Neglect
Neglect has also been cited as specific reason for the failure
of small businesses. McCrystal & Maasdorp (1967) showed that in
market gardening and hawking the existence of high levels of
involvement by virtually all members of a family indicated that
neglect was not a problem for small Indian retailers.
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5. SUMMARY
It is evident that there are numerous factors affecting the
growth of organisations. The literature identifies various
factors such as personal, market and sales, technical,
financial and capital, management, and environmental factors
which are believed to play an important role in the growth of
businesses. These factors relate to historical information
on small Indian trade in South Africa, as noted by Bhana & Brain
(1990), Bhowan (1980), Arkin (1981), and Rennie (1989), Palmer
et.al. (1956), Meer (1969), and McCrystal & Maasdorp (1967). From
this it was found that, historically, the growth of Indian trade
in South Africa was the result of many of these growth factors.
In fact, according to Morkel in Scholtz' s (1986) study into
success and hence growth of small business in Australia, a close
association was found between the key factors for growth and
those which, as noted in Bhana & Brain (1990) and Arkin (1981),
played an important role in the growth of small Indian retailers
in South Africa. Bhana & Brain (1990) and Arkin (1981), note that
small Indian retailers in South Africa exhibited growth as a
result of:
a. personal factors : such as hard work, experience, and
previously acquired business skills which played an important
part in giving them a competitive differential advantage,
especially in market gardening, hawking, and the rural areas.
b. market and sales: since they knew their Indian patrons better
than their white counterparts and provided superior service and
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lower prices, particularly in the areas of market gardening and
hawking, a marketing advantage was obtained.
c. financial : in keeping overheads low through charging lower
prices, by transferring cost savings to customers. It is also
known that many Passenger Indian retailers had a financial
resource advantage which made them more competitive than the
other Indian retailer groups. Apart from a financial advantage,
this also suggests that a marketing advantage from a pricing
point of view was achieved.
d. technical : the ability of Indian small retailers to convert
land previously thought to be not arable into productive land and
thereafter sold it at a good profit.
Growth factors in small businesses were examined elsewhere in the
world and, when these were related to the history of Indian trade
in South Africa, few commonalities were found. It appears that,
certainly in terms of governmental support, the environment made
an important contribution to growth of such small business.
However, in view of the problems experienced by small Indian
retailers in South Africa historically, noted in Rennie (1989)
and Ginwala (1992), governmental support appears not to have
played an important role in their growth.
The issues of failure and non-growth in business were also
examined and as noted by Hodgets & Kuratko (1995), the most
important were found to be, incompetence, neglect, fraud, and
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lack of experience including managerial. In relating these
factors to the historical Indian small retailer situation, it can
be argued that these factors were not applicable.
In conclusion, therefore, Indian retailers have historically
exhibited characteristics in the way they conducted their
businesses which complement factors that have been identified as
growth factors in the literature. This finding was used to
develop hypotheses for studying the growth of small Indian
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THE ROLE OF MARKETING IN SMALL BUSINESS GROWTH
1. AIM OF CHAPTER
The aim of this chapter is to show the important role that
marketing has been known to play, theoretically and empirically,
in the growth of small businesses.
The applicability of marketing to small businesses was examined
in terms of the advantages small businesses generally have in
adopting marketing thinking, as well as inherent limitations
which small businesses may have in undertaking marketing
activity.
The orientation was to look at the history of small Indian
trade in South Africa and examine whether marketing thinking
continues to exist. If it does exist, to see if it can be
associated with factors that have been identified as being
important in the effective marketing and growth of a small
business.
Empirical findings from other similar studies were discussed with
the intention of understanding specific marketing related factors
that have played an important role in business growth. An attempt
will be made to relate these findings to the marketing activity
of small Indian retailers historically, in order to ascertain
whether such specific marketing factors have also played a role
in their growth.
4.1
The overall intention was to understand how important a role
marketing can play in small business growth, and has played in
the growth of small Indian retailers historically.
2. MARKETING DEFINED
Longenecker, Moore & Petty (1994:190) in (Machado 1996:2) define
small business marketing as follows:
"small business marketing consists of those business activities
that relate directly to identifying target markets, determining
the potential of the target market, and preparing, communicating
and delivering some bundle of satisfaction to the target
markets."
This definition suggests that marketing includes finding out
about who the customers are and making sure that they are
effectively satisfied.
Another similar view about marketing is expressed by Brown (1985
: 3) who views marketing as "not merely a set of techniques to
help us sell more; rather it is a complete approach to running
a business through focusing all of the company's actions onto the
customer ... to make profits by meeting the requirements of
customers."
From the preceding definitions of marketing, there is evidence,
as noted in Arkin (1981), Bhowan (1980), Bhana & Brain (1990),
Ayob (1977), Vawda (1977) and Venter (1979), that Indian
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retailers in South Africa have used marketing practices to
satisfy their customers. This is particularly evident with
Passenger Indian retailers who had better knowledge than their
white business counterparts of their Indian patron's needs, more
particularly in the marketing of prayer goods, oriental spices,
and oriental clothing. This group evidently exhibited high growth
(Arkin : 1981), possibly implying a positive contribution from
marketing.
In addition, Indian retailers in South Africa, particularly in
the areas of market gardening and hawking, were found to have
provided a more efficient door-to-door service than their white
business counterparts (Bhana & Brain: 1990), indicating positive
marketing practices through efficient service.
3. THE MARKETING CONCEPT
According to the marketing concept, an organisation should try
to satisfy the needs of its customers through a coordinated set
of activities which at the same time will allow the organisation
to achieve its goals. Customer satisfaction at a profit is the
main aim of the marketing concept. An important benefit of the
marketing concept as stated by Bekker and Staude (1996:251) is
that "the surest way to make a great deal of money is
to find out what people need and want, and then sell it to them
at a profit." Brown (1985) states that in order to maximise the
value of the total offer to customers and hence make a profit,
marketing first has to understand their needs and coordinate all
the firm's resources to satisfy the identified needs. Once
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customer needs are met, then selling becomes an easier task.
Associating this with the history of small Indian retailer in
South Africa, the literature indicates that Indian retailers were
oriented towards their customers, by providing a better service
(Ayob : 1977 and Vawda 1977), charged lower prices by keeping
overheads low and living more simply (Bhana & Brain : 1990 and
Bhowan : 1980); and they also worked together in an integrative
fashion with family members to satisfy their customers needs
(McCrystal & Maasdorp). This probably means that historically
small Indian retailers undertook activities in order to satisfy
their customer's needs and hence appear to have practiced the
marketing concept.
4. MARKETING ADVANTAGES OF SMALL BUSINESSES
According to Carson et. al (1995), small businesses have many
marketing advantages over big businesses. They summarise these
advantages as follows:
a. Closer to Market
Brown (1985) noted that being closer to their customers and
therefore having a better chance of being better acquainted with
customer requirements, is an important advantage that small
businesses have over big businesses. As a consequence of this
closeness, an owner/manager of a small business would often know
customers personally and the resultant interactions of such
relationships could lead to benefits, including customer loyalty
and higher levels of customer satisfaction. Based on this
understanding, those Indian retailers who were affected by the
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Group Areas act, as noted in Ginwala (1992), and who were hence
positioned closer to the Indian market segment, would, if they
targeted Indian customers, have been placed in more advantageous
positions for more effective marketing. In addition, as noted in
Arkin (1989), the fact that small Indian retailers ventured
closer to the rural market resulted in many growth opportunities
stemming from the Black market.
b. Flexibility
The Small Business Development Corporation (1988) reasoned that
small businesses are more flexible in responding to customer
inquiries which may imply speed of response to customer
inquiries. As noted in Meer (1969) and Palmer et. al. (1956),
small Indian retailers in South Africa have also been flexible
enough to adapt effectively, for example, in the rural market.
c. Speed of Response
It is argued by Carson et.al (1995) that due to the closeness of
small businesses to the market, they can react more quickly to
market changes i and due to smallness and fewer hierarchial
levels, they are less cumbersome and less hidebound. In large
businesses, on the other hand, the lead time between opportunity
identification and doing something about it can be too long. As
a result, any change in the marketing direction is more easily
attained by small businesses. This implies that speed of response
could help small businesses (including small Indian retailers)
to exploit opportunities more quickly which could hence
contribute to their growth.
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d. Opportunity-focused
Carson et.al. (1995) contends that the closeness of small
businesses to their markets feeds the propensity to seek out and
exploit opportunities. They argue that allied to this opportunity
focus is the ability of small businesses to concentrate on
lucrative market niches, which are usually insignif icant to large
businesses but substantial to small businesses. The exploitation
of niche marketing opportunities in respect of Indian retailers
in South Africa is particularly evident in market gardening,
hawking, spices, and prayer goods, as noted in Bhana & Brain
(1990), McCrystal & Maasdorp (1967) and Naidoo & Naidoo in Palmer
et.al. (1956).
e. Easy access to market information
The closeness of small businesses to their markets presupposes
shorter lines of communication. In addition, the entrepreneur
usually gathers information on an informal, face-to-face basis,
resulting in inexpensive market information which is used in
making marketing decisions. In contrast, large firms, which do
not exhibit this informality, are quite often forced to rely on
commissioned market reports as a source of marketing information.
Easy access to cost effective market information therefore
results in cost saving advantages and quicker marketing decisions
for small businesses (including small Indian retailers) which can
be important for growth and survival.
From the above discussion, it would seem that small businesses
generally (including small Indian retailers), have a number of
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inherent marketing advantages which could play an important role
in their growth.
5. THE POSITIVE EFFECTS OF SOME ENTREPRENEURIAL CHARACTERISTICS
ON MARKETING
Carson et.al (1995) argue that because many small businesses are
owner-managed, their marketing activities must therefore be
shaped and influenced to a large extent by the leading
entrepreneur. They add that many of the entrepreneurial
characteristics possessed by the small business owner/manager
will impact on and help to shape marketing in their small
businesses. The entrepreneurial characteristics which many small
business owners/managers may possess, and which could have a
positive impact on marketing activity, are discussed below:
a. The fact that entrepreneurs are constantly looking for new
opportunities to exploit (Hodgetts & Kauratko : 1995), and are
change-focused, results in them engaging in proactive marketing
activity which leads to considerable movement in the enterprise's
growth direction (Carson et. al. 1995). In associating this
with small Indian retailers, presumably proactive marketing did
exist historically, in the proficient door-to-door service
offered by market gardeners (McCrystal & Maasdorp : 1967), and
the venturing of certain Indian retailers into rural markets by
opening country stores (Meer 1969 and Palmer et.al. : 1956)
where it seemed white traders did not want to go.
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b. Hodgetts & Kuratko (1995) argue that entrepreneurs take
calculated risks. The degree of risk, according to Carson et.al
(1995), should influence the kind of marketing undertaken. They
suggest, that under low risk conditions, marketing activity will
not be exploited fully, resulting in inefficient and ineffectual
marketing confined mainly to personal selling. On the other hand,
they suggest, when the risk is higher, marketing activity will
be expansive including such activities as advertising,
exhibitions, over delivery, and the like. Evidence from Bhana &
Brain (1990), suggests that, historically, Indian retailers used
expansive marketing activity compared to their white business
counterparts, for example, through higher service and delivery
levels, and competitive prices in farming, which could be
indicative of a higher risk situation that faced small Indian
retailers historically.
c. Many small business owners/managers are generalists and have
limited expertise (Brown : 1985). Carson et.al (1995) suggests
that these limitations often apply to marketing too, resulting
in entrepreneurs 'dabbling' in all areas of marketing activity.
They further assert that due to entrepreneurs sometimes being
charismatic individuals, their presence can inspire the total
organisation and create a positive marketing aspect for the
business. This seems to imply that personal and entrepreneurial
factors could positively influence marketing which could result
in business growth.
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6. MARKETING APPLICATIONS TO AND LIMITATIONS IN SMALL BUSINESSES
Carson et. al. (1995) argue that, due to marketing being
customer-focused, opportunity-focused, and forward-looking, it
is inextricably linked with company growth and survival and
because all firms must grow to survive, it should follow that all
firms therefore view marketing as important. However, despite the
importance of marketing, small firm marketing has certain
limitations and unique characteristics. Some of these, according
to Carson et.al. (1995), are as follows:
a. Restrictions in Scope and Activity
Due to resource constraints, small firm marketing is restricted
in scope and intensity. This implies that they may not have the
resources to implement large, expensive strategies and plans.
Due to the lack of resources, Smith (1985) suggests that small
firms have to undertake marketing on a strictly limited budget
and on a 'do-it-yourself' basis, thus making many large-firm
oriented marketing theories and practices inapplicable.
b. Simple and Haphazard
Due to limited resources, marketing activity is often simple,
haphazard, responsive, and reactive to competitor activities.
c. Product and Price Oriented
Those firms in their early stages of development in particular
are inherently product oriented. Similarly, small firm marketing
is oriented around price which may result from perceived
vulnerability to price in relation to large competitors.
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d. Informality in Structure, Evolution, and Implementation
Small firms exhibit little or no adherence to formal structures
and frameworks; instead, marketing is practised according to
capabilities and the situation.
e. Limited Specialist Expertise and Small Market Impact
Due to managers and owners being generalists, there is a lack of
specialist expertise. Even the general lack of finance could
hinder the abilities of the small business to hire marketing
specialists. In addition, due to smallness in terms of customer
base, employees, and orders, small firms generally have a small
impact on the market than large firms.
The above constraints could therefore have a significant impact
on the manner in which marketing is conducted in small
businesses. Carson et.al (1995) assert that despite small
businesses not being able to perform marketing at sophisticated
levels, there is a need, probably even a greater need for small
businesses, to perform marketing of some kind. They argue that
in order for small businesses to grow, they need to generate new
sales which come from existing and new markets, and hence to
generate new sales, some form of marketing activity must be used.
The use of formal marketing planning as a contributor to small
business growth is acknowledged by Carson et.al. (1995).
Similarly, Hooley & Lynch (1985), in their research into British
companies, found that the more successful, and hence higher
growth firms, had superior planning systems. However, Carson
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et.al (1995) argue that small businesses will not be receptive
towards formal marketing planning and hence marketing under the
following conditions:
a. If the business is growing, despite lack of formal marketing
planning, leading to the argument of why should one plan for
marketing if the business is already exhibiting growth without
it? Under such circumstances marketing's credibility is
negatively affected leading to what is called the credibility
gap. However, it is argued by advocates of marketing as quoted
in Carson et. al (1995), that through formal engagement in
marketing planning, small businesses will be able to perform
better than they otherwise would.
b. When there is no crisis situation or no need for growth, small
businesses may not be receptive to formal marketing planning. On
the other hand, when there is a need for growth, or if there is
a crisis where the survival and growth of the business is
threatened, the entrepreneur will become receptive to marketing.
In the case of small Indian retailers in South Africa, given that
they were disadvantaged by Apartheid (Ginwala : 1992, Bhana &
Brain :1990), which could be viewed as a type of crisis
situation, they had to perform better in order to survive which
would imply a greater receptivity to marketing on their part.
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7. WHY MARKETING IS IMPORTANT IN SMALL BUSINESS GROWTH
According to Brown (1985), effective marketing is essential to
the success and hence growth of any enterprise, but it is
frequently the weakest area of management in small firms, and yet
offers the greatest potential for profitability and growth. The
importance of marketing in the progress of a small business and
hence in its growth is also supported by Smith (1984), who found
that the most common reasons cited for small business failure
were inadequate sales and competitive weaknesses, which are
marketing related and would not have occurred if marketing was
effectively used. This implies that marketing plays an important
role in averting failure and hence bringing about success and
growth.
The importance of marketing in small business is also
acknowledged by Carson et. al. (1995), who found in their research
that venture capitalists often see marketing as a most highly
rated component in new enterprises. In fact, they rate marketing
as playing a more important role in small business than in large
businesses with the potential of making an important contribution
to survival, growth and profitability. Certainly for younger
businesses, where the risk of failure is as high as 90% in the
first 3 years (Vesper : 1990), Carson et.al (1995) believe that
marketing will play an even more substantial role in growth and
survival.
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Marketing has been known to make a positive contribution to
various important areas of business. These include:
7.1. Profit Generation
When money is exchanged for goods, the receiver of the money, or
the business, makes a profit if the turnover is greater than the
cost of the goods sold. In order to make a profit, an
organisation needs customers. In terms of the marketing concept,
the customer is an essential focus of marketing and hence
marketing plays a role in profit generation through customer
satisfaction. It is evident from Bhana & Brain (1990) and Bhowan
(1980), that Indian retailers were successful, and were
profitable by keeping their overheads low and passing cost
savings on to the customer in the form of lower prices, whilst
satisfying customer needs by offering compatible products and
high quality service.
At the same time, a portion of profits had to be retained in the
business, however, to fund further expansion.
7.2. Competitive Advantage
Scarborough and Zimmer quoted in Machado (1996:8), assert that
"a company has a competitive edge when customers can
see that its products or services are superior to those of its
competitors." Evidence from the literature suggests that
historically small Indian retailers in South Africa had
competitive advantages stemming from marketing related areas such
as niche markets in the rural areas (Meer : 1969 and Palmer :
1956), superior service (McCrystal & Maasdorp, Ayob : 1977, and
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Vawda : 1977), and lower prices through keeping overheads low
(Bhowan : 1980) .
7.3. Creating Utilities
Utility is defined by Stanton et. al. (1991:16) "as the attribute
in an item that makes it capable of satisfying human wants."
Marketing has also been known to play an important role in the
creation of the following utilities:
a) Place utility by making a product readily accessible to the
customer. The literature suggests (Bhana & Brain : 1990) that
Indian farmers, for example, created place utility in terms of
the door-to-door service they provided by making their produce
available to customers at their homes.
b) Possession utility, which results when the customer buys and
ownership is transferred. Lower prices charged by small Indian
retailers, as noted in Bhana & Brain (1990), could have
facilitated possession utility by increasing demand at these
lower prices.
8 . EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE ON THE CONTRIBUTION OF MARKETING TO
SUCCESS AND GROWTH
There is empirical evidence on the positive impact of effective
marketing on business growth. As an example, Clifford and
Cavanagh (1985) found that on both strategic and tactical levels
customer needs guide company operations. This implies that
marketing orientation plays an important role in company
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performance. Evidence from the literature shows that Indian
retailers in South Africa were marketing oriented by having
detailed knowledge of their Indian patron's needs (Ayob : 1977),
offering effective service (Vawda : 1977), and underselling their
white competitors by keeping their overheads low (Bhowan : 1980) .
This implies that marketing factors could have played an
important part in the growth Indian retailers in South Africa.
Luk (1996) also found, in a study into success and hence growth
factors of small businesses in Hong Kong, that marketing factors
contributed much more to success and hence growth than other
factors.
Baker and Abou Zeid (1982) found three categories of marketing






There is a wide belief that marketing thinking should permeate
throughout the entire company for marketing to work. Evidence
from the studies into small Indian retailers in Durban conducted
by Ayob (1977) and Vawda (1977) showed the existence of positive
marketing attitudes in terms of emphasis on customer




courtesy, helpfulness, and overall
8.2. Strategic Factors
Baker & Hart (1985) argue that success and hence growth in
marketing is associated with a strategic commitment to the
principles of the marketing concept. As noted in Arkin (1981),
Indian retailers in South Africa historically employed the
marketing concept, which was reflected in their endeavours to
understand their customer's needs, and coordinate efforts of
family members in market gardening to provide a better service,
which indicates a strong strategic commitment towards the
principles of the marketing concept.
The two main areas of concern associating marketing with
successful performance, according to Baker & Hart (1985), are as
follows:
a. Company Mission
b. Strategic marketing plans and objectives
a. Company Mission
McKinsey quoted in Baker & Hart (1989) studied the
characteristics of medium-sized growth companies in the United
States and found that the progressive firms have a strong sense
of mission ie. they have a clear vision of the distinctive role
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of the company.
b. Strategic Marketing Plans and Objectives
Saunders and Wong's (1985) research on British companies, found
that those which were more successful, and hence exhibited more
growth, had more aggressive goals and were more oriented towards
long term plans. Hooley & Lynch (1985) similarly found in their
study of 1,504 British companies, that the more progressive and
successful ones, and hence those that exhibited more growth, had
a higher strategic sensitivity with emphasis on superior
planning. This finding confirms Carson et.al's (1995) argument
that formal marketing planning can increase small business
performance. All of which suggests that formal marketing planning
may also play an important role in the growth of a small business
(including Indian small retailers) .
8.3. Tactical Marketing Factors
Tactics are about taking decisions on a number of variables to
influence the exchange of goods or services between supplier and
buyer, Baker and Hart (1985: 81). Typically, marketers use a
number of tools that can be useful in bringing about growth, as
follows:
a. Market Research
Market research has been known to play a vital role in assisting
managers in making informed marketing decisions and hence
increasing the chances for success and growth. Hooley & Lynch
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(1985) reported that successful and hence progressive companies
made much greater use of all types of market research than did
less progressive and successful ones. This confirms Carson's
et.al (1995) suggestion that the shorter lines of communication
between the small business and the market, result in effective
market research through informal, face-to-face and rapid
information collection. There is evidence in Arkin (1981) of
Indian retailers 'knowing the needs' of their Indian patrons,
which suggest a basic market research orientation.
b. Product Policy
A number of writers have stated that, ultimately, company success
is dependent upon its product policy (Baker 1985, Majaro 1977 and
Borden 1963). Schoeffler, Buzzell and Heany (1974), also rate
product or service quality high on the list of factors
influencing company profit performance. Hills and Narayana (1990)
in their study into highly successful small businesses, found
that high quality products and superior service played an
important role in success and growth. Similarly, Luk's (1996)
research into small business success and hence growth in Hong
Kong found that unique product features and customer service were
rated as important to success and growth.
As noted in Bhana & Brain (1990), the comparatively high service
orientation of small Indian farmers coupled with competitive
pricing was indicative of a good product and pricing policy and,
hence, effective marketing practice, which may have played an
important role in their growth.
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c. Price
Gaskill et.al. (1993), in analysing small business failure in the
United States, found that an inadequate knowledge of pricing
strategies was ranked as the most important reason for failure.
This also implies that price plays an important role in success
and growth of small businesses.
In analysing the effect of price on business performance and
growth, Baker and Hart (1989) suggest that price is important
when the quality of the rest of the package is comparable to that
of competition; otherwise a cost benefit trade-off had to be
undertaken. In respect to small Indian retailers in South Africa,
noted in Bhana & Brain (1990), although lower prices appear to
have played an important role in their growth, which resulted
from low overheads, there were other factors such as service, and
compatible products which have also been known to have created
a positive impact. Hence, price may not have been the only factor
that contributed to the to the growth of small Indian retailers
in South Africa historically.
d. Promotion
Carson et.al. (1995) argue that communication competencies with
regards to promoting the product play an important role in
enhancing marketing performance and hence the growth of the firm.
Pickering (1976), also argues that promotion and, more
specifically, advertising can increase brand loyalty, thereby
decreasing price elasticity through increased differentiation in
the augmented product.
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In a study by Radder (1996) into the marketing practices of
fashion retailers in South Africa, promotion, including selling
techniques and advertising, was perceived to have the strongest
impact on success and hence growth.
Onions (1995), in a study into small business success and hence
growth, found that nine out of ten successful businesses had good
selling abilities. Venter (1979), in a study into small Indian
retailers in South Africa, concluded that they sell well. This
implies that, historically, good selling ability probably played
an important role in the growth of small Indian retailers in
South Africa.
9. SUMMARY
This section sets out to show the important role that marketing
plays in small business growth.
According to Carson et.al (1995), small businesses possess many
advantages in being able to use marketing effectively to bring
about growth. The flexibility of small businesses to deal quickly
with change, by being closer to customers and hence understanding
them better, and the easy and relatively cost-effective access
to market information, results in more effective marketing and
an improved chance of growth.
On the other hand, Carson et.al. (1995) argue that, because small
businesses are usually under-resourced, this restricts their
scope of marketing activity, makes the business more reactive as
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opposed to being proactive, results in a myopic focus only on
price and the product, and limits access and use of marketing
specialists. The literature indicates (Carson et.al.: 1995) that
the level of risk influences the use of marketing by a small
business. When risk was perceived to be high, as was the case
with small Indian retailers in South Africa historically,
(Ginwala : 1992), more emphasis was normally placed on marketing
which assumes a more expansive role.
Marketing plays a critical role in bringing about growth through
satisfying the customer at a profit. An organisation without
customers will not be profitable and hence will not be
successful. The literature (Bhana & Brain :1990, Ayob : 1977, and
Vawda : 1977) shows historically that, small Indian retailers
were known to have had good customer knowledge, and offered
effective service which implies that they were marketing
oriented.
Brown (1985) suggests that a small business had a better chance
of success and hence growth if members co-ordinated their efforts
together in trying to accommodate customers. This seems to be the
underlying principle of the marketing concept. Relating this to
small Indian retailers, it is clear from Bhana & Brain (1990)
that, effective co-ordination and teamwork existed in the history
of Indian trade in South Africa.
Evidence also exists (Clifford & Cavanagh 1985, McBurnie &
Clutterbuck : 1988) that effective marketing is important to the
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success and hence growth of a business. Referring to the findings
of empirical evidence, supporting the importance of marketing in
the history of Indian trade in South Africa, it can be argued
that an association exists between factors, certainly in the
areas of service, price, and knowledge of customer's needs. This
implies that, historically, small Indian retailers in South
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CHAPTER 5 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
1. AIM OF THE CHAPTER
This chapter aims at discussing the methods to be used in
conducting the proposed research. The chapter opens with a broad
research context and its major characteristics which helped guide
he selection of the research design. The research design
discusses the sampling method used, how the sample was selected,
and the survey technique. Methods for analysing the data are also
discussed.
2. RESEARCH CONTEXT
This study investigated the key factors which have been
responsible for the growth of small Indian retailers situated in
some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg. A number
of factors which influence this growth construct are
investigated.
Factors that have been generally known to play a role, according
to the literature and empirical evidence in the business growth
of small businesses in particular, will form important components
of a framework within which the growth of small Indian retailers
situated in some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg
will be studied. In addition, factors which are known from the
literature to have played an important role historically in the
growth of small Indian retailers in South Africa will also form
an important component of this framework within which the problem
will be studied.
5.1
More particularly, the growth of small Indian retailers in the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg will be examined in
terms of whether marketing has played an important role in their
growth. Marketing therefore forms an important component of the
framework within which the growth of small Indian retailers
situated in the previous group areas of Pietermaritzburg will be
studied.
Within this broad framework, the research design will be derived
for casting the following hypotheses:
3. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
This study investigates the key growth factors of small Indian
businesses situated in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg and identifies factors in the literature related
to the construct growth. These identified factors are summarized
in the figure below:
STUDY FACTORS
Growth

























using the above model, the general form of the study can be
represented as:
Growth of small Indian retailers in some of the previous Group
Areas of Pietermaritzburg = {Factors identified in the literature
as being important to the growth of small businesses generally
and those factors which were specifically identified as success
and growth contributors for small Indian retailers in South
Africa historically}
In line with this formulation, the following hypotheses are
investigated.
Hypotheses
The hypotheses speculate whether the growth of small Indian
retailers in some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg
can be associated with factors that have been known from the
literature to have played an important role in small business
growth and the growth of small Indian retailers historically.
5.3
The formal hypotheses concerning the dependent variable can be
stated as follows:
The growth of small Indian retailers situated in some of the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg has been/is dependent
on:
Hypothesis 1 (H1 ) - Personal Factors
Hypothesis 2 (H2 ) - Financial Factors
Hypothesis 3 (H3 ) - Marketing Factors
Hypothesis 4 (H4 ) - Management Factors
Hypothesis 5 (H5 ) - Technical Factors
Hypothesis 6 (H6 ) - General Factors
4. RESEARCH DESIGN
The research design provides a general framework for specifying
the type of information to be collected, plus the sources of the
data, and the data collection procedures (Kinnear and Taylor,
1996) .
Bbenkele (1986) argues that good research design can result in
more accurate information which will be consistent with the
objectives of the research and obtained using economical
procedures.
There are three types of research: exploratory, descriptive and
causal research. Given the objectives of the study, to
investigate the key growth factors for small Indian retailers
situated in some of the pr~vious Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg
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:the role of marketing, this type of research may be considered
a part of both exploratory and descriptive research.
Exploratory research according to Malhotra (1993:93), "is
meaningful in any situation where the researcher does not have
enough understanding to proceed with the research project". For
this study, explo~atory research was done through extensively
examining available literature on small business growth and the
history of small Indian trade in South Africa. This was helpful
in providing a better understanding of the problem and the
generation of objectives and hypotheses; and hence led to a more
positive approach towards the study.
"Descriptive research deals with questions of what things are
like not why they are that way" deVaus (1986: 24). This is
consistent with the aim of this study which seeks to describe and
evaluate the key fact~rs of importance in the growth of small
Indian retailers in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg. Moreover, the emphasis in this study is on
trying to ascertain if there is a relationship between such
factors and growth. This is in agreement with Churchill's
argument that a descriptive study is concerned with determining
a relationship between two variables.
It is important to note that "descriptive research assumes only
predictive capabilities and is therefore not adequate in
establishing causality. However, it is not always necessary to
understand causality in order to make accurate predictive
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statements" (Bbenkele : 1986) . Causal research seeks to establish
a cause and effect relationship. However, this study is limited
to investigating contributory and not causal factors for growth
as "causal designs are too complex" (Bbenkele 1986) and
therefore not possible given the time and budget allocated to
this study.
Descriptive research can be conducted using either cross-
sectional or longitudinal research designs. The cross-sectional
designs involve collecting information from any given sample of
the population only once whilst in longitudinal research designs
a fixed sample (or samples) of population elements is measured
repeatedly. A longi tudinal design was not considered to be
appropriate in this study as information on the problem being
studied was required once only.
A single cross-sectional research design was therefore used. This
involved one sample of respondents ie. small Indian retailers
which were in existence at the time of the study, had survived
for at least three years, were in business during the Apartheid
era, and which have also exhibited growth. The existence of the
business during the Apartheid era supports an important aspect
of this study which is that, despite Apartheid-related problems
(Ginwala : 1992), many small Indian retailers in Pietermaritzburg
appeared to have survived and exhibited growth. In addition, the
three year criteria for survival was considered a reasonable time
because, according to Vesper's (1990) research, only 10% of small
businesses actually survive three years of operation and the
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remaining 90% presumably fail during this period. Hence, by
including businesses which have survived for at least three years
in the sample, it means that contributions from potential
failures are reduced, thus increasing the potential validity of
the information obtained.
5. DATA COLLECTION
The identification of a cross-sectional design, suggests
the use of certain methods of collecting the information. The
commonly used methods a~e observation and surveys (Loubser,
et.al:1996). Observations focus on 'what' rather than 'why' and
the 'how' of human actions and on their own may not be adequate
in every situation. Given the fact that a major part of this
study is descriptive and therefore requiring explanatory data,
observation may not be suitable but will inevitably influence
critical analysis of the data and other findings, if only
indirectly.
This study uses the survey method to collect data. This
method can be administered in three ways: personal, telephone,
and mail. Tull and Hawkins (1993) provide criteria for the
selection of a survey method by suggesting that selection should
be based on: complexity, required amount of data, desired
accuracy, sample control, time requirements, and an acceptable
level of non-response cost.
Personal interviews were favoured over the other two techniques
in that the nature of the study assumes the use of relatively
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complex (with certain terms requiring explanation) and detailed
structured questionnaires. Furthermore, the questionnaires and
the study involve a large amount of data being collected which
makes the use of telephone and mail surveys inappropriate. In
addition, the personal interview method offers greater control
and a higher response rate over the sample, as compared to mail
questionnaires which normally are known to have a low response
rate and are relatively more expensive and difficult to control.
However, the disadvantages of personal interviews are that they
can be costly, and could introduce interviewer bias where the
respondent may answer in a way which he/she feels the interviewer
would like the question to be answered. These limitations can
seriously reduce the validity of the interview method. As such,
close attention was paid to the data collection instrument to
minimise the conscious risk of bias.
The personal interviewing methods used to collect the data were
a semi-structured questionnaire (open-ended questions) which
allowed respondents to give unstructured responses, whilst the
structured questionnaire (multiple choice questions) required
respondents to give structured responses to specific questions
using a five-point Likert scale.
The mechanics of the structured method with a structured answer
are that it seeks to ask questions using the same wording and
sequence for all respondents. The advantage of this is that it
controls response bias and increases the reliability of the data.
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On the other hand, the semi-structured method with unstructured
responses allows the respondent to give an answer in his/her own
way. The advantages of this method according to Loubser, et.al.
(1996) are:
a. that they are ideal when all possible answers are not known
b. that the researcher can usually deduce a reason for a
particular response
c. that they compel the respondent to think
A major disadvantage of open-ended questions, however, are that
they may lengthen the interview and give rise to irrelevant
information. In addition, information may be wrongly interpreted
and hence incorrectly classified.
It is believed that a combination of both the methods could
provide a broader perspective into the problem being investigated
by yielding both structured and unstructured responses. Hence,
data was collected using both types of data collection
instruments.
6. THE SAMPLING PROCESS
6.1. The Research Population
Population is defined by Malhotra (1993:350) as "the aggregate
of all the elements that share some common set of
characteristics, and that comprise the universe for the purpose
\
of the research problem". In this study, the population includes
small Indian retailers from small Indian businesses situated in
some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg ie. the
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bottom end of town and the Old Greytown Road areas during 1998.
Using Malhotra's (1993:352) population definition criteria, the
following factors can be identified:
Element owner/manager of small Indian retail business
Sampling unit small Indian retailers
Extent ----------- located in some of the previous Group Areas
of Pietermaritzburg ie. bottom end of town
and the Old Greytown Road areas
Time during 1997/1998 and survived for at least
three years
This definition includes those clusters/areas that, using
judgement and convenience,
--~
were found to have a high
concentration of small Indian retailers which were more easily
accessible. Excluded from the above definition were those
areas/clusters that were found to have small concentrations of
small Indian retailers, located in relatively unsafe areas and
were not convenient to reach given the financial and time
constraints of this study.
6.2 The Sampling Frame
In the absence of a formal list of Indian-owned small businesses
in Pietermaritzburg, a sampling frame had to be constructed for
each area being studied. This was done by physically going to the
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chosen areas and then systematically recording the name and the
type of business, from one end of the street to the other. This
was considered to be the only logical way of constructing a
sampling frame.
Overall, the sampling frame is adequate when evaluated on the
criteria provided by Chisnall (1973). Due to the fact that the
sampling frame was constructed in relatively small areas with a
concentration of small Indian retailers, it meets the requirement
of being 'nearly complete'for the areas in question. Also, the
systematic approach adopted in recording business names prevented
duplication of sampling units.
6.3. The Sampling Procedure
There are basically two methods that a researcher can use in
selecting a sample. These are non-probability or probability
samples.
On the one hand, non-probability samples include judgement,
convenience, and quota samples. In these methods, the elements
of the population do not have a known probability of being
selected. On the other hand, probability samples include simple
random, stratified, and cluster samples. For probability
sampling, elements of the population have a known probability of
being selected.
A combination of probability and non-probability samples was
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chosen for this study. According to Kidder (1981), this
combination is possible if sampling is carried out in a number
of stages, as is the case in this study.
Firstly, the sample was constructed from two areas which were
judged to have the highest concentration of conveniently
accessible small Indian retailers. This relies on the use of
cluster/area sampling using judgement and convenience. The use
of cluster sampling is advised by Clark and Lawrence, quoted in
McGown (1979), when there is no available frame or list of items
in the universe from which a sample is to be drawn. The choice
of cluster sampling in this study therefore conforms with this
procedure in that there was no previous sampling frame available.
Secondly, wi thin each of the chosen areas/clusters, sample
elements were chosen using a proportionate random sampling
approach. This approach ensured that sample elements from each
cluster/area were proportionate to the size of their respective
clusters/areas in the combined cluster/area population. In
addition, a random approach helped to ensure that every element
in the population had an equal chance of being chosen in the
sample. This approach is consistent with the advice of Luck and
Rubin (1987: 247), who suggest that in cluster or area sampling,
"the number of units to be taken from each area can be specified
and made proportional to the share of the total population
located in each".
Therefore, judgement and convenience, which are a non-probability
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sampling approaches, were used in selecting clusters/areas and
within each cluster elements were selected probabilistically.
The reason why the sample was constructed specifically from two
areas is that the latter were judged to have a relatively high
concentration of small Indian retailers of a variety of different
types. In addition, these areas were chosen because, given the
budgetary constraints of this study, they were convenient to
access and were relatively safer than some of the other areas of
Pietermaritzburg. (A map of the areas sampled is included in the
appendix) .
6.4 Sample Size
The study aimed at arranging interviews with respondents from 100
small Indian retailers. This complies ,wi:th Ma..lhotra' s (1993: 355)
suggestion that for instit~tions, the regional sa~ple should be
between 50 to 500. The choice of the sample size of 100
businesses was considered to be sufficient, given that the
combined population was 155 businesses. In addition, the sample
size of 100 in this study is close to the sample size of 120
Indian retailers used in a similar study by Jithoo (1987). This
conforms with Malhotra's (1996) advice that an important
qualitative factor in determining sample size is the sample sizes
of similar studies.
6.5 Sample Plan and the Selection Process
The choice of the areas/clusters was based on judgement and
convenience as follows:
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The first area/cluster from which the samples were drawn was the
'bottom end of town area' which included all small Indian
retailers in Church Street between East and including Retief
Streets. The second area/cluster was Old Greytown Road between
Allandale and Naidoo Roads.
The plan was to interview 100 small Indian retailers from the
combined sampling frames of the two areas/clusters chosen.
Businesses from each area were included randomly in the sample
according to the proportion of each area in the combined
cluster/area population.
Each of the 100 businesses chosen for inclusion in the sample was
qualified for further study on the basis of whether they met the
following criteria:
a. were small businesses as defined by the Small Business
Development Corporation.
b. were retailers
c. were in business during the Apartheid era
d. in business for at least three years
e. exhibited growth in terms of Hatten's (1997) and Walkers
(1988) criteria
Businesses that met the above criteria were asked for permission
to be interviewed in order to investigate factors that have
played a key role in their growth and, more particularly, whether
marketing played a role in this growth.
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Over two-thirds of the businesses (67% - ie. 67 out of 100 small
Indian retailers) that qualified for further study were willing
to contribute to the research. However, a small proportion (33%
-ie. 33 out of 100 small Indian retailers) did not meet the
requirements stipulated above for further study, did not want to
participate, the owners were "not available", and there were some
who did not co-operate fully by providing responses to both
questionnaires, and were therefore not included for further
interviews. Hence the selection process was relatively free of
problems with an acceptable response rate.
7. QUESTIONNAIRE AND FIELDWORK
Before the fieldwork could be carried out, questionnaires were
designed as follows:
Two types of questionnaires were used. The first was a structured
instrument with structured responses. The second questionnaire,
although structured in terms of addressing particular broad
areas, was open-ended and required respondents to give their own
views, opinions, and experiences, thereby helping to generate
more information.
The questionnaires were designed on the basis of those used in
similar studies by Luk (1996), Scholtz (1986), Bamberger (1982),
and Yusuf (1995). In._ addition, colleagues in the Business
Administration Department (Pietermaritzburg), including the
Supervisor, co-Supervisor, and Head of Department assisted in the
design of the questionnaires by providing constructive comments
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and criticism.
To ensure that the questionnaires were free from ambiguities,
pre-testing was done amongst a small group of 20 small Indian
retailers in the chosen clusters which were similar to those in
the main study. Kidder (1981) believes that pre-testing of
questionnaires is important as it is a means of "catching and
solving unforseen problems, ..... and can also indicate the need
for addi tional questions or eliminating others". In view of this,
the pre-test in this study, by testing the phrasing, wording,
interpretation, elimination and addition of questions, increased
the reliability of making conclusions from the questionnaires.
A common problem experienced in the pre-testing of questionnaires
is that respondents required clarity on terms used in the
structured questionnaire. A schedule clarifying terms in the
structured questionnaire was constructed to minimise potential
problems (Refer to Appendix for 'Clarification of Terms in the
Structured Questionnaire' ) . The semi-structured questionnaire did
not pose any of these problems.
In view of the small sample size and the cost constraints imposed
on this study, all the field work was done by the researcher.
Thus, by one person interviewing all the respondents was assumed
to have minimised error and bias. To increase the chances of
administering the questionnaire more effectively, the interviewer
consulted the work of Bbenkele (1986) and Cassim (1987) where
relevant suggestions were taken heed of for effective
questionnaire administration.
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The questionnaires used in this study appear in the Appendix at
the end of this thesis.
9. VARIABLES AND THEIR MEASUREMENT
Discussion of the measurement of each study variable is
important as this has implications for the reliability and
validity of the results.
According to Malhotra (1996: 304), reliability refers to the
"extent to which a scale produces consistent results if repeated
measurements are made on the characteristic." On the other hand,
research is valid when the conclusions are true (Kidder et al :




Hatten (1997) suggests that growth is a natural and usually
desirable consequence of being in business and can be seen in
several forms. He defines growth in terms of revenue, total
sales, number of customers, number of employees, products
offered, and facilities needed. On the other hand, Walker (1988),
defines growth according to five stages which are existence,
survival, success, take off, and resource maturity. However, in
this study, problems were experienced in getting information on
revenue and sales from Indian retailers (even when the
information was requested in non-quantitative terms), who
considered such information to be strictly confidential. Growth
in this study was measured in terms of Hatten' s (1997) and
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Walker's (1988) models. In addition, Walker's (1988) growth
model, helped to categorize the small Indian retailers ordinally
into low, medium, and high growth categories. These growth
categories are briefly explained below:
Low Growth: Not a big increase in staff, products, inventory,
and customers Located in the existence and
survival categories or in between.
Medium Growth: A good increase in staff,
products, inventory, and customers - fairly well
established and fast expansion - located in the
success stage
High Growth: High to very high increase in staff, products,
outlets, and customers - well to very well
established with more formal structure - located
in the take off or maturity stages or in between
9.1.2 Survival
Survival in this study was measured by the firm satisfying the
requirement of having been in business for at least three years.
The three year requirement is based on Vesper's (1990) finding
which indicates that only 90% of small businesses fail during the
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first three years of operation. Hence by including in the sample
businesses that were at least three years old, meant that
contributions from potential failures was reduced thus increasing
the potential validity of the information obtained.
9.1.3. The Independent Variables
The independent variables used in this study were similar to
those used in Morkel in Scholtz' s (1986) study, which also
included historical factors that are known to have contributed
to the growth of small Indian retailers in South Africa. This
resulted in the inclusion of six broad growth-related factors in







Each of these independent variables or growth-related factors was
further divided into related sub-factors. These sub-factors were
measured in terms of degree of importance in the structured
questionnaire on the basis of a 5-point Likert scale where:
1 represented Very Unimportant
2 represented Unimportant
3 represented Neither Important Nor Unimportant
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4 represented Important
5 represented Very Important
The advantage of using Likert scales according to Luck & Rubin
(1987), are:
a. the respondent needs to consider only one description for
each item
b. a wide variety of factors can be evaluated through a set of
uniform rating categories
In addition, the use of multiple measures, as is the case with
a Likert scale, could help to achieve a reasonably precise
measure of a construct (Duncan, as quoted in Bbenkele : 1986)
10. DATA ANALYSIS
This study hypothesised that small Indian retailers in
Pietermaritzburg have exhibited growth because of:
a. Personal Factors (hypothesis 1)
b. Financial Factors (hypothesis 2)
c. Marketing Factors (hypothesis 3)
d. Management Factors (hypothesis 4)
e. Technical Factors (hypothesis 5)
f. General Factors (hypothesis 6)
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The study therefore attempts to ascertain whether there is an
association between a dependent variable (growth) and the stated
independent variables (personal, financial, marketing,
management, technical, and general factors). Given these
propositions, an appropriate statistical test to determine
whether there are associations would be the 'Chi-Square' test.
This test assists in "determining whether a systematic
association exists between two variables - the null hypothesis
Ho, is that there is no association between the variables"
(Malhotra : 1996 : 521). Although this method does not indicate
how strong an association is between two variables (Madge
1975) , it is nevertheless desirable as it enables the
determination of whether the observed associations are true or
mainly due to sampling error (Bbenkele : 1986).
The Quattro-pro program was used to analyze the information
generated by the structured questionnaire. Likert scale values
for the different factors were averaged and then through a
sorting process the averages for all the factors studied were
produced in descending order. This made it possible to identify
the key factors for business growth which were located in order
of descending rankings.
11. SUMMARY
This chapter outlines the research context and its
characteristics, data collection, the sampling process,
questionnaire design, and the methods used in analysing the data.
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The main issues which emerged can be summarised as follows:
The nature of the environment in which the research is being
conducted should be reflected as much by the research design
chosen for the study which should increase reliability of the
study.
since the study is mainly descriptive in nature, a cross-
sectional research design was chosen as being most appropriate.
Under this design, the data was collected using both a
structured questionnaire with structured answers and
a structured questionnaire with unstructured answers. Due to the
smallness of the sample (67 respondents), the opportunity for
a more in-depth study was greater.
Pre-prepared sample frames for this study were unavailable and
sample frames had to be specifically constructed for this study,
by physically visiting the areas being studied and recording the
name of each business in the area.
The sampling procedure adopted in this study was cluster sampling
using convenience and judgement. This was regarded as an
appropriate method considering that a pre-prepared sampling frame
was unavailable.
Businesses that were included in the sample were small retailers,
who were in business during the Apartheid era, had survived for
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at least three years, and exhibited some type of growth. The
dependent variable growth was measured according to Hatten's
(1997) and Walker's (1988) growth models. The dependent variable
survival was measured according to Vesper's (1990) criteria. The
independent variables : namely, personal, marketing, technical,
management, and marketing, were measured in terms of degree of
importance using a 5-point Likert scale where 5 was very
important and 1 was very unimportant.
The data analysis method used was the Chi-Square test which is
helpful in investigating associations among variables. This was
useful in this study in showing whether there was an association
between business growth (independent variable) for small Indian
retailers in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg and
other variables (independent) which have been known from the
literature to have contributed to growth.
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1. AIM OF CHAPTER
The aim of the chapter is to provide empirical data on factors
which have played an important role in the growth of Indian
retailers situated in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg. An attempt is also made to provide a database
for understanding the key factors which have played an important
role in the growth of Indian retailers in some of the previous
Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg as there appears to be a lack of
information on this at present.
Firstly, the sample and the related variables evaluated are
discussed.
Secondly, the findings of the semi-structured questionnaire (ie.
qualitative study) and the structured questionnaire are
discussed. The approach will be to discuss the importance of the
broad factors studied (ie. personal, financial, marketing,
technical, management, and general) to the growth of small Indian
retailers in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg. The key sub-factors identified are also
discussed and evaluated within their respective broad factor
categories. Owing to the large number of sub-factors studied, the
discussion will be confined to the 'top-ten' sub factors only.
The role of marketing in the growth of the small Indian retailer
in some of the previous Group Areas will also be addressed in
this discussion.
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Thirdly, an attempt will be made to test the hypotheses generated
in the research methodology section of this study.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE
The study involved an investigation of the key factors which
played an important role in the growth of small Indian retailers
situated in some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
A sample was drawn from two clusters/areas which were previous
Group Areas and had a concentration of Indian retailers. The
areas in question were the 'bottom end of town' area which
included Church Street between Retief and East Streets, and Old
Greytown Road between Naidoo and Allandale Roads.
There were a total of 155 retail businesses included in the
sampling frames for both the clusters/areas identified. The
'bottom end of town area' had 102 businesses (ie. 66% of total
population of 155) in its sampling frame and the Old Greytown
Road area had 53 businesses (ie. 34% of total population of 155) .
In total, it was decided to interview 100 businesses which is in
line with Malhotra' s (1993: 355) suggestion that for institutions,
the sample should be between 50 to 500. Due to the fact that 66%
of the population came from the bottom end of town area
(cluster/area 1) and 34% came from the Old Greytown Road area
(area/cluster 2), out of the total sample size of 100 businesses
66 were included randomly from cluster/area 1 and 34 were
included randomly from cluster/area 2. In total, 67 retail
businesses were eventually interviewed as there were those which
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did not meet the requirements for further study, did not want to
participate, were "not available", and did not co-operate by
providing information on both questionnaires, and were therefore
not included in the study. The table below provides information
on the sample proportions:








Town 102 (66% ) 66 (66% of 100) 48
Greytown
Road 53 (34% ) 34 (34% of 100) 19
Total 155 100 B...
Vesper (1990) suggests that 10% of small businesses can survive
three years of operation implying that 90% of small businesses
fail during the first three years. Bearing this in mind, all 67
businesses studied were in business for more than three years and
were in existence during the time of the interviews. Moreover,
all exhibited some form of growth according to Hatten's (1997)
and Walker's (1988) growth models. Hatten (1997) notes that
growth can be viewed in terms of revenues, total sales, number
of customers, number of employees, products offered, and
facilities needed. In addition, Walker (1988) looked at growth
in terms of existence, survival, success, take-off, and maturity.
In this study, it was not possible to obtain financial
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information, even in qualitative terms by simple indications of
whether revenue increased over a certain time period or not. This
information was regarded as strictly confidential and respondents
even threatened at the very outset that they would not give
interviews if revenue and sales related information was sought.
Growth therefore was measured according to Hatten's (1997) and
Walker's (1988) models. In addition, businesses were put into
three growth categories: low growth, medium growth, and high
growth.
Although it would have been preferable to show the results for
each cluster separately, this was not considered to be prudent
because respondents were assured of confidentiality for
information provided and if results were given separately for the
clusters, businesses in the smaller cluster would quite easily
have been identified by others in terms of information given on
type of business, even though their names were not released.
Hence, the results of both clusters were combined and are
presented as low, medium, and high growth businesses.
The retail businesses identified were in the following types of
business categories: baby clothes shops, liquor stores, cars,
clothing, crockery, general dealers, fabrics, furniture,
groceries, gifts, hardware, jeweller, oriental garments,
pharmacies, picture framing, shoes, and stationery. The results
however will not be released in terms of business type because
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there is a possibility of the confidentiality promised being
infringed in that certain businesses will be identified by
readers, even though their names are not given, due to the fact
that in certain categories there is sometimes only one business.
with this understanding, the results for the study are released
on the basis of low growth, medium growth, and high growth
businesses with 31, 32, and 4 in each category respectively.
The structured questionnaire (shown in the Appendix) contains a
number of variables which are shown in the literature to play an
important role in business growth and an "importance" rating was
required from respondents for each variable included. This
enabled the key growth factors to be identified by analysis of
a frequency distribution of the businesses in the study. The
exploring issues more fully
information.
qualitative, semi-structured questionnaire was helpful in
by revealing more detailed
The results of the structured questionnaire were combined with
the findings of the semi-structured questionnaire (referred to
as the qualitative study) and are discussed as follows:
3. RESULTS OF THE STRUCTURED AND SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONNAIRES
Respondents were asked to rate a number of factors according to
their importance in the contribution to the growth of their
business. Rating of factors was done according to a 5-point
Likert scale where 5 was very important and 1 was very
unimportant. The factors used were Personal, Management,
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Financial, Technical, and Marketing. Although respondents were
given the opportunity to record any additional factors under the
d ' . l't was"General" section in the structure questlonnalre,
interesting to note that there were no responses under this
section. Within each broad-factor category were a number of other
sub-factors.
The average scores, in order of importance, for each of the broad
factors were calculated to be:
Table 6.2:
Factor
Average Importance Scores out of 5 for Factors











The information in the table above shows that personal factors
were perceived to have played the most important role and
technical factors the least important role in the growth of the
Indian retailer business in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg. This finding is consistent with those of
similar studies by Morkel and Gasse in Scholtz (1986) although
technical factors in these studies were ranked higher probably
because the focus was on manufacturing firms. The information in
the table above implies that marketing was not considered to be
as important as personal and financial factors to business
growth. However, the average score of 4, 37 (out of 5) for
marketing suggests that the latter is nonetheless perceived to
be important.
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For the low, medium, and high growth firms studied, the average
scores for each of the factors in order of importance was as
follows:
Table 6.3 Average Importance Scores for Different Growth
Categories
Factor Average importance Rating out of 5





















The information in the table above indicates that for the low,
medium, and high growth small Indian retailers, personal factors
were perceived to be the most critical and technical factors the
least critical to their growth. However, although marketing was
rated as less important as personal and financial factors to the
growth of low and medium growth firms, the perceived importance
of marketing by high growth firms seems to be on par with that
placed by the high growth firms in this study on personal and
financial factors. This could mean that firms have become large
due to marketing factors and that low growth and medium growth
firms could also become high growth with a greater emphasis
placed on marketing. The information in the table above also
implies that none of the factors studied was perceived to have
played an unimportant role in the growth of the firms studied.
Within each of the broad factors studied, a number of sub-factors
was included for study which were also rated in terms of
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importance out of a highest possible score of 5. The average
score of each sub-factor, in descending order, for all the firms
studied is as follows:
Table 6.4 Average Importance Scores of Sub-Factors in Descending
Order






A belief in Superior
Quality and Service
Learning from failure
















































































In examining the 'top-ten' factors, the information in table 6.4
shows that 60% of the key factors were personal, 30% were were
marketing related and 10% were financial. This could mean that
personal, marketing and financial factors featured most strongly
amongst the key factors for growth.
A discussion of each of the factors studied appears below and is
followed by a discussion of those sub-factors which were
classified as the "top-ten" factors in the table above.
3.1 PERSONAL FACTORS
The table below provides information on the importance placed by
all 67 firms studied on personal factors.







As noted earlier, personal factors were perceived to be most
important in the growth of Indian retailers situated in the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg. This is consistent with
the work of Morkel and Gasse in Scholtz (1986) who in a similar
study also found personal factors to be the most important. Also
supporting the importance of personal factors is the work of
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Keats & Bracker (1988) which found that small firm performance
and hence growth is influenced by individual characteristics and
behaviours of owners ie. personal factors.
The information in table 6.5 indicates that all the firms studied
perceive personal factors to be important and none perceived
personal factors to be unimportant in their growth.
The findings from the qualitative study support the critical role
of personal factors in the growth of the business, and include
factors such as hard work, high achievement drive, commitment,
and involvement. This finding is consistent with the work of
Vawda (1977) who in a similar study in Durban also found that
'human factors' were important. In addition Naidoo & Naidoo in
Palmer et.al. (1956) showed that personal factors, particularly
initiative and perseverance, were important in the progress of
small Indian retailers historically.
Looking at the importance of personal factors to the expansion
of the low growth (31 firms studied), medium growth (32 firms
studied), and high growth (4 firms studied), the following
findings were obtained:
Table 6.6 Importance of Personal Factors to Different Growth
Categories
IMPORTANCE FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 0 0
Neutral Response 0 0 0
Important 2 2 0
Very important 29 30 4
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The information in the table on the previous page shows that
personal factors, overall, played a very important role in the
low, medium, and high growth firms studied. In a similar study,
on South Pacific entrepreneurs, by Yusuf (1995) although personal
factors were not rated as highly as they are in this study, they
were found to have played an important role in business success
and growth overall. In Yusuf's (1995) study, Government played
a more important role in business success and growth. The
qualitative study indicated that due to the lack of assistance
from Government during Apartheid, Indian retailers had to resort
to personal factors such as hard work, and involvement in their
businesses and communities in order to survive. Hence the reason
why personal factors were rated as being very important to growth
in this study. Of the low, medium, and high growth firms studied,
93,55%, 93,75%, and 100%, respectively, claimed that personal
factors played a very important role in their growth. The
findings from the qualitative study indicate that a possible
reason for the critical role that personal factors have played
was probably due to the culture and religious beliefs of Indian
retailers which helped them to withstand the effects of
Apartheid.
Of the 'top-ten' sub-factors that were found to be critical in
the growth of the Indian retailer, six were from the personal
factor category. A discussion of these six factors follows:
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3.1.1. Honesty
This sub factor was ranked highest by all the firms studied with
an average score of 4,93 on a 5-point Likert scale.
The table below provides information on the importance of honesty
placed by all 67 respondents in the study.













The information in the table above indicates that a very large
proportion (89,55%) perceived honesty to have played a critical
role in their growth. The data also implies that all the firms
studied considered honesty to have made a positive contribution
to their growth. This inference would be consistent with Palmer's
(1977) observation that small Indian retailers were honest in
their business practices. It is noteworthy from the findings of
the qualitative study that the strong emphasis on honesty also
had marketing connotations. It was felt, for example, that by
pointing out defects and rejects, and that there were no
exchanges and refunds on certain goods, instilled in the
customer's mind a strong impression that the trader was being
open and honest. This seemed to have had the effect of making
customers feel more comfortable in buying from that shop.
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Looking at the importance of honesty to the growth of the low
growth (31 firms studied), medium growth (32 firms studied), and
high (4 firms studied), the following was found to be the case:














The information in the table above shows that honesty played a
very important role overall in growth of the low, medium, and
high growth firms. Qf the low, medium, and high growth firms
studied, 87,1%, 90,63%, and 100% respectively claimed that
honesty played a very important role in their growth.
3.1.2. Hard Work
Hard work was noted in Bhana & Brain (1990) as a critical factor
to the survival and growth of the Indian retailer in South
Africa.
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This sub-factor was ranked second overall from all the sub-
factors studied. It had an overall score of 4,8833 on the 5-point
Likert scale of importance.
The table below provides information on the importance placed by
all 67 firms studied on hard work.













The information in the table above suggests that a very large
proportion (83,58%) perceived hard work to have played a critical
role in their growth. The information also indicates that all the
firms studied considered hard work to have made a positive
contribution to their growth. This finding is consistent with
that of Murphy (1986) on small family businesses and Hills &
Narayana (1990) on profile characteristics of entrepreneurs which
found hard work to have been a very significant factor for
business growth and success. This finding also corroborates with
that of Bhana & Brain (1990), with specific reference to the hard
work displayed by the market gardeners and hawkers who together
with their family members from very early morning provided an
excellent door-to-door service which their white counterparts did
not provide. It would seem that hard work also helped create
marketing advantages through better service. In addition,
information obtained from the qualitative study suggests that
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hard work has played a very important role in growth. Everyone
interviewed spent more than eight hours per day attending to
business-related matters. There was also evidence of traders
visiting their shops even on Sundays when business is normally
closed, in order to attend to the book work and other business-
related issues possibly suggesting a strong orientation toward
hard work.
There were comments such as 'there is no substitute for hard
work', and 'hard work never killed anyone'. In a similar study
by Morkel in Scholtz (1986), it was noted that 'success
eventually came through hard work'. Gasse in Scholtz (1986),
similarly found in a comparative study of the plastic and shoe
businesses in Canada that hard work was the main cause of success
and growth in small business.
Looking at the importance of hard work to the growth of the 31
low growth, 32 medium growth, and 4 high growth firms studied,
the following data was recorded:
Table 6.10
IMPORTANCE
Importance of Hard Work to the Different Growth
Categories
FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 0 0
Neutral Response 0 0 0
Important 8 3 0
Very important 23 29 4
The information in the table above shows that hard work, overall,
played a very important role in the low growth, medium growth,
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and high growth firms studied. Of the low, medium, and high
growth fl'rms studl'ed 74 19!?e-o 90, 63!?e-o , and 100% respectively,, , ,
claimed that hard work played a very important role in their
growth.
It is noteworthy that a greater emphasis was placed on hard work
in progressing from low growth to high growth firms. This might
indicate that not all low growth firms have placed as much
emphasis on hard work as the other firms did. This could mean
that the low growth firms could improve to medium and higher
levels of performance if they give more attention to hard work.
3.1.3 Commitment
Commitment was noted by Nieuwenhuizen et.al (1996) as a very
important factor for entrepreneurial success and hence growth.
This sub-factor was ranked third from all sub-factors studied
with an average overall score of 4,77 on a 5-point Likert scale
of importance.
The table below provides information on the importance placed by
















The information in the table above suggests that a very large
proportion (67,16%) perceived commitment to have played a
critical role in their growth. The information also indicates
that all the firms studied considered commitment to have made a
positive contribution to their growth. This finding is consistent
with Murphy' s (1986) study on family businesses; namely that hard
work, dedication and commitment were vital to the growth and
survival of the business.
Looking at the importance of commitment to the growth of the 31
low, 32 medium, and 4 high growth firms studied, the following
findings were obtained:
Table 6.12 Importance of Commitment to the Different Growth
Categories
IMPORTANCE FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 0 0
Neutral Response 0 0 0
Important 11 11 0
Very important 20 21 4
The information in the table above shows that commitment played
a very important role in the low, medium, and high growth firms.
Of these 64,52%, 65,63%, and 100% respectively, claimed that
commitment played a very important role in their growth.
These findings indicate that a greater emphasis was placed on
commitment with progression from low growth to high growth firms.
This may imply that low growth firms have not placed as much
emphasis on commitment as the other firms have. This could mean
that with higher emphasis on commitment, the smaller firms could
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achieve higher levels of progress and hence growth.
3.1.4. Involvement
The importance of involvement for business growth and success is
supported by Hodgets & Kuratko (1995) and Nieuwenhuizen (1996).
The involvement factor was ranked fourth overall in this study
of all the other factors with a score of 4,7266 on a 5-point
Likert scale of importance.
The table below provides information on the importance placed by















The information in the table above shows that a very large
proportion (71,64%) perceived involvement to have played a
critical role in their growth. The information also indicates
that all the firms studied considered involvement to have made
a positive contribution to their growth. This finding is
consistent with that of McCrystal & Maasdorp (1967) which found
that family involvement in small Indian retailing businesses in
South Africa seemed to have played an important role in the
progress and growth of small Indian farmers. In further support
of the critical role that involvement plays in business growth,
Radder (1996) found that neglecting issues like research, price
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and budgets could threaten the survival and hence growth of the
business. Nevertheless, the research findings imply that
involvement and exercising responsibilities effectively are
important in sustaining the survival and increasing the growth
of small businesses.
Looking at the importance of involvement to the growth of the
low, medium, and high growth firms studied), the following
findings were recorded:
Table 6.14 Importance of Involvement to Different Growth
Categories
IMPORTANCE FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 0 0
Neutral Response 0 0 0
Important 9 9 1
Very important 22 23 3
The information in the table above indicates that involvement
played a very important role in the growth of low, medium, and
high growth firms. Of the low growth, medium growth, and high
growth firms studied, 70,97%, 71,88%, and 75% respectively
claimed that involvement played a very important role in their
survival. This finding is supported by the qualitative part of
this study which found that family members, including small
children get involved and make themselves useful. In addition,
the qualitative study indicates that family involvement can have
important marketing implications from a pricing point of view.
That is, wives and children were not always formally or directly
paid for their assistance, resulting in savings which were
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transferred to the customer in the form of lower prices or
retained as higher profits.
3.1.5. Common Sense
This personal factor was ranked fifth overall with an average
score of 4,7166 on the 5-point Likert scale of importance.
The table below provides information on the importance placed by
all 67 firms studied on common sense.
Table 6.15
IMPORTANCE












The information in the table above shows that a very large
proportion (70,15%) perceived common sense to play a critical
role in their growth. The information also indicates that all
(91%), but six firms studied, considered involvement to have made
a positive contribution to their growth. This finding is
consistent with those in similar studies by Morkel and Gasse in
Scholtz (1986).
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The results of the qualitative study also support the importance
of a common sense approach to business survival. The arguments
were very much along marketing lines whereby the best quality
product would not sell if there is no need for it.
Looking at the importance of common sense to the survival of the
low, medium, and high growth firms studied, the following
findings were recorded:
Table 6.16 Importance of Common Sense for Different Growth
Categories
IMPORTANCE FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 1 0
Neutral Response 2 3 0
Important 7 7 0
Very important 22 21 4
The information in the table above shows that common sense
overall, played a very important role in the growth of the low,
medium, and high growth firms studied. Of these, 70,97%, 65,63%,
and 100%, respectively, claimed that common sense played a very
important role in their growth.
It is interesting to note that only one medium growth firm
(3,13%) claimed that common sense was unimportant in its growth.
A neutral response of 2 (ie.6,45%) from the low growth and 3
(ie.9,38%) of the medium growth firms claimed that common sense
was nei ther important nor unimportant to their growth. The
findings from the qualitative study seem to suggest that a few
Indian retailers felt that their growth was not as a result of
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logic and common sense but probably due to 'luck' and 'being in
the right place at the right time' possibly implying a religious
and cultural orientation to business growth.
3.1.6. Learning from failure
This factor was positioned seventh from all factors with an
average score of 4,5966 on a 5-point Likert scale of importance.
The table below provides information on the importance placed by
all 67 firms studied on learning from failure.
Table 6.17
IMPORTANCE












The information in the table above indicates that a very large
proportion (81%) perceived learning from failure to have played
an important role in their growth. This is consistent with the
practices of successful growth firms, which do not condemn
failure but rather learn from it, as noted in Stanton (1995),
with special reference to the innovation process. Similarly, the
findings from the qualitative study indicate that growth was as
a result of learning from one's own failures and that of others.
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Looking at the importance of learning from failure to the growth
of the low, medium, and high growth firms studied, the following
findings were recorded:
Table 6.18 Importance of Learning From Failure for the
Different Growth Categories
IMPORTANCE FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 2 0 0
Neutral Response 2 4 0
Important 18 18 0
Very important 9 10 4
The information in the table above shows that learning from
failure, played an important role in the low, medium, and high
growth firms. Of these, 87%, 88%, and 100%, respectively, claimed
that learning from failure played an important role in their
growth.
A possible explanation for those firms that gave "neutral" and
"unimportant" responses is that they may not have experienced
failure before, or not known of other business that did fail in
the past, from which they could have taken lessons.
Overall, personal factors were perceived by respondents to have
played the most important role in the growth of small Indian
retailers situated in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg included in this study.
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3.2. FINANCIAL FACTORS
Of the five factors studied, financial factors were the second
most important, after personal factors, with an average score of
4,62 on the 5-point Likert scale of importance.
The table below provides information on the importance placed by
all 67 firms studied on financial factors.
Table 6.19
IMPORTANCE












The information in the table above indicates that all the firms
studied perceived financial factors to be important and none
perceived financial factors to be unimportant to their growth.
This is consistent with the findings of Peterson, Kozmetsky, &
Ridgeway (1983 ) and Carson (1988), who found that a lack of
financial resources is a major cause of failure. This implies
that financial resources play an important role in averting
failure and hence may increase the chances of survival and
growth.
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Looking at the importance of financial factors to the growth of
the low, medium, and high growth firms studied, the following
findings were recorded:
Table 6.20 Importance of Financial Factors for the Different
Growth Categories
IMPORTANCE FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 0 0
Neutral Response 0 0 0
Important 13 12 0
Very important 18 20 4
The information in the table above shows that financial factors
played an important role in the low, medium, and high growth
firms. Of these, all claimed that financial factors played an
important role in their growth.
It may therefore be inferred that with progression from low to
medium and high growth, financial factors continue to assume a
critical role in growth. This is consistent with the findings of
Arkin (1981) which indicates that the Passenger Indian retailers
who were financially better off displayed higher levels of
growth.
3.2.1. Adequate capital
Of the ten most important sub-factors, adequate capital was rated
ninth with an average score of 4,5 on the 5-point Likert scale.
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The table below provides information on the importance placed by
all 67 firms studied on adequate capital.
Table 6.21
IMPORTANCE












The information in the table above indicates that a very large
proportion (93%) perceived adequate capital to have played an
important role in their growth. This finding is consistent with
research by Hodgetts and Kuratko (1995), who argued that the more
capital gives a small business a better chance of success and
growth.
Looking at the importance of adequate capital to the growth of




Importance of Adequate Capital for the Different
Growth Categories
FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 0 0
Neutral Response 1 4 0
Important 20 15 0
Very important 10 13 4
The information in the table above shows that adequate capital
played an important role in the low, medium, and high growth
firms. Of these, 97%, 88%, and 100%, respectively, claimed that
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adequate capital played an important role in their growth. The
firms that gave neutral responses were probably not directly
involved in capital intensive businesses.
Otherwise, there is a higher emphasis on adequate capital with
progression from low growth to high growth firms. This would seem
to be reasonable as firms would need capital to enter higher
growth categories.
In summary, financial factors, particularly adequate capital,
were perceived to play a critical role in the growth of small
Indian retailers situated in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg which were included in this study.
3.3. MARKETING FACTORS
Of the five factors studied, the average score for marketing on
a 5-point Likert scale of importance was 4, 37. This placed
marketing as the third most important contributing factor to
small business growth after personal and financial factors.
The table below provides information on the importance placed by
















The information in the table above shows that all the firms
studied perceived marketing factors to be important and none
perceived marketing factors to be unimportant in their growth.
This is consistent with the findings of McBurnie and Clutterbuck
(1988), and Baker & Hart (1989) who also found that marketing is
important and is the 'linchpin' for survival and hence growth.
It is interesting to note that in a similar study by Yusuf (1995)
into small businesses in the South Pacific, marketing factors
were found to be the least critical to the success and hence
growth of the firm. A possible reason for this contrast in
findings is that Government support seemed to have played an
important role in the South Pacific study whereas, as noted in
Bhana & Brain (1990) and Ginwala (1992), the survival of Indian
retailers was threatened during the Apartheid era by many
regulations which created major difficulties. During such
difficult periods, Carson et.al. (1995) reason that marketing
tends to assume a more expansive and hence more important role
in the firm. Hence, a possible reason for marketing assuming a
comparatively more important role in this study due to the
difficulties faced by small Indian retailers studied.
Looking at the importance of marketing factors to the survival
of the low, medium, and high growth firms studied, the following
findings were recorded:
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Table 6.24 Importance of Marketing to the Different Growth
Categories
IMPORTANCE FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 0 0
Neutral Response 0 0 0
Important 21 21 0
Very important 10 11 4
The information in the table above shows that marketing factors
played an important role in the low, medium, and high growth
firms studied.
It is also clear from the table above that the emphasis on
marketing's importance increases as progression from low to
medium growth and high growth occurs. This implies that in order
to progress, low growth firms should give more attention to
marketing.
Of the 'top-ten' sub-factors that were found to be critical in
the growth of the Indian retailer, three were from the marketing
category. A discussion of these three factors follows:
3.3.1 A belief in superior quality and service
This factor was positioned sixth of all factors with an average
score of 4,61 on a 5-point Likert scale of importance.
The table on the next page provides information on the importance

















The information in the table above indicates that a very large
proportion (82%) perceived superior quality and service to have
played an important role in their growth. The importance of good
quality is supported by the findings of Q'Neill & Duke (1986)
that failure often results from bad quality which implies that
good quality increases the chances of survival and growth. This
is supported by Larson (1987), who found that in slow growth
economies, good quality products and service increases the
chances of growth. The importance of good service is supported
by the findings of Hill & Narayana (1990) who, in looking at the
profile characteristics of entrepreneurs, found good service to
be important to success and hence growth.
The qualitative part of this study also supports the importance
of quality products and service for growth with emphasis on
satisfying customer needs better than competition, treating
customers with 'dignity', 'respect' , 'being helpful and
friendly', and 'providing benefits and solutions to problems'.
Similarly, Vawda's (1977) study of small Indian retailers in
Durban found that there was a strong service orientation.
Looking at the importance of superior quality and service to the
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growth of the low, medium, and high growth firms studied, the
following findings were recorded:
Table 6.26 Importance of Superior Quality and Service for the
Different Growth Categories
IMPORTANCE FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 0 0
Neutral Response 0 2 0
Important 17 16 0
Very important 14 14 4
The information in the table above indicates that superior
quality and service played an important role in the low, medium,
and high growth firms with the exception of two firms in the
medium growth category which recorded a neutral response. Of the
low, medium, and high growth firms studied, 100%, 94%, and 100%,
respectively, claimed that superior quality service played an
important role in their growth. This finding is supported by
Bamberger (1982), and Scholtz (1986), who found that quality and
service were paramount to the success and growth of a small firm
in the market place.
A possible explanation for the two medium sized firms giving a
neutral response could be that they cater for markets that
probably do not emphasise on service and product quality but
focus rather on other issues such as low prices. This phenomenon
was also noted from the results of the qualitative study.
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3.3.2. Knowledge of business and market
Knowledge of the business and market was rated as the eighth most
important sub-factor with an average score of 4,59 on the 5-point
Likert scale.
The table below provides information on the importance placed by
all 67 firms studied on knowledge of business and market.
Table 6.27
IMPORTANCE












The information in the table above shows that a very large
proportion (99%) perceived knowledge of the business and market
to have played an important role in their growth. This finding
on the importance of market knowledge is supported by Clifford
and Cavanagh (1988) who found in their study of successful and
hence growth businesses that, both on a strategic and tactical
level, knowledge of customer needs guides company operations.
Bhana & Brain (1990) also noted that the comparatively better
knowledge by Indian retailers of their Indian patrons may have
helped in the historical survival and growth of the Indian
retailer in South Africa.
In support of the importance of business knowledge in growth,
Bhana & Brain (1990) noted the importance of past experience in
business particularly by the Passenger Indians, in enhancing
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their knowledge of business. The importance of experience in
enhancing the knowledge of the business is also supported by
Bird's (1989) study of entrepreneurial behaviour.
Looking at the importance of knowledge of the business and market
to the growth of the low, medium, and high growth firms studied,
the following findings were recorded:
Table 6.28 Importance of Knowledge of the ·Business and Market
for the Different Growth Categories
IMPORTANCE FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 0 0
Neutral Response 1 0 0
Important 17 20 0
Very important 13 12 4
The information in the table above indicates that knowledge of
the business and market, played an important role in the low,
medium, and high growth firms studied with the exception of one
firm in the low growth category which recorded a neutral
response. Of the low, medium, and high growth firms studied, 97%,
100%, and 100%, respectively, claimed that knowledge of the
business and market played an important role in their growth.
A possible reason for the neutral response by the low growth firm
could have been as a result of owners being unaware of modern
marketing methods, which led them to rely on "trial and error"
practices instead in order to survive. This may also explain the
low growth and progress of the firm in question.
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3.3.3. Price
Price was ranked as the tenth most important sub-factor on the
5-point Likert scale of importance.
The table below provides information on the importance placed by















The information in the table above shows that an overwhelming
proportion (100%) perceived price to have played at least an
important role in their growth. This finding is consistent with
the findings of Skinner (1975) who found that companies regard
their pricing policy as being either vital or most important to
their achievements.
The qualitative study also suggests that penetration pricing
ie. charging a lower price) played an important I role in the
survival of the firm. This finding is supported by Walker &
Haynes (1978:82) who report that "price research has proven that
the maj ori ty of customers are price conscious, .. it is those
retailers that charge the lowest price ... that tend to have the
largest sales volume"; and hence survive and exhibi t growth. Wi th
Indian retailers it seemed that the cost savings from keeping
overheads low were passed on to the customer in the form of lower
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prices and also retained as financial resources for future
growth.
The findings of the qualitative study showed that pricing
advantages existed as a result of flexibility. It seemed that
prices were always negotiable. This finding is consistent with
the findings of Steiner & Stolen (1988) into small manufacturing
firms and Larson & elute (1979) which found that a lack of
flexibility often resulted in business failure. This could imply
that flexibility in setting price is important in averting
failure and hence increasing the chances of growth.
Looking at the importance of price to the growth of the low,




Importance of Price for the Different Growth
Categories
FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 0 0
Neutral Response 0 0 0
Important 14 17 2
Very important 17 15 2
The information in the table above indicates that price played
a critical role in the growth of the low, medium, and high growth
firms. Of these all claimed that price played an important role
in their growth.
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A possible reason why price seems to be rated as very important
by more low growth firms is that many of these businesses, as the
qualitative study also indicates, place emphasis on lower prices
to survive.
The overall results indicate that marketing is not perceived as
being as important as personal and financial factors in
contributing to business growth. The probable reason is that
there was a general lack of awareness about marketing as a whole
which was probably related to a lack of formal education and
training in marketing, which is apparent from the qualitative
study. This argument is supported by Hankinson (1991) who found
that a lack of training and education in marketing often creates
problems. This implies that formal training and education in
marketing may be important in enhancing marketing's contribution
to business growth. In addition, it was also found that a lack
of emphasis on marketing, certainly amongst the low growth
businesses, was as a result of a lack of resources to undertake
marketing activities. This finding is supported by Carson et.al.
(1995) who reasoned that small firm marketing is often restricted
due to a lack of resources.
In summary, marketing factors, particularly quality service,
knowledge of the customer and business, and price, were found to
have played an important role in the growth of small Indian
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businesses in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
3.4. MANAGEMENT FACTORS
Of the five factors studied, management factors were placed
fourth with an average score of 4,02 on a 5-point Likert scale.
Morkel in Scholtz (1986) similarly found that even though
management factors were important in a firm's growth, they were
not as important as personal and marketing factors.
The table below provides information on the importance placed by
all 67 firms studied on management factors.
Table 6.31
IMPORTANCE












The information in the table above shows that most of the firms
(91%) claimed that management factors were important in their
growth. It is also noteworthy that no firm perceived management
factors to be unimportant in their growth. This finding is
consistent with the findings of Dekimpe & Morrison's (1991) study
which found that life expectancy of a small firm increases with
good management.
From the qualitative study, it is apparent that great importance
was placed on management skills and there was evidence overall
of flexibility, record keeping, and planning being carried out.
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These findings are consistent wi th those of Steiner & Solem
(1988) and Larson & Clute (1979).
Looking at the importance of management factors to the growth of
the low, medium, and high growth firms studied, the following
findings were recorded:
Table 6.32 Importance of Management for the Different Growth
Categories
IMPORTANCE FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 0 0 0
Neutral Response 3 3 0
Important 26 23 4
Very important 2 6 0
The information in the table above indicates that management
factors played an important role in the growth of the low,
medium, and high growth firms in this study. Qf these, 90%, 90%,
and 100%, respectively, claimed that management factors played
at least an important role in their growth.
In progressing from low to medium to high growth, management
factors seem to assume a more critical role in growth.
The comparatively lower emphasis on management by lower and
medium growth firms could imply that they could lack training in
management issues. If this is the case, it could be a failure
syndrome as Larson & Clute (1979) found with organisations that
failed.
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Hence management factors, on the whole, even though they were not
rated as highly as some other factors in this study were
nonetheless perceived to be important to business growth.
3.5. TECHNICAL FACTORS
Of the five main areas surveyed, technical factors were perceived
to be of the lowest importance. Overall, an average score of 3,5
on a 5-point Likert scale was recorded for technical factors.
The table below provides information on the importance placed by
all 67 firms studied on technical factors.
Table 6.33
IMPORTANCE












The information in the table above shows that about half of the
firms studied claimed that technical factors played an important
role in their growth whilst the other half claimed no positive
contribution from technical factors. This finding is inconsistent
with the findings of Scholtz (1986) on manufacturing firms which
recorded a score of 3,05 on a 4-point Likert scale for technology
and Morkel in Scholtz's (1986) study. Possible reasons for the
inconsistencies in results between this study and Scholtz' s
(1986) and Morkel in Scholtz's (1986) study could be that those
studies were focused on manufacturing firms where technical
factors would seem to play a more important role than they did
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in this study which focuses on retailers. Another reason is that
Scholtz (1986) unusually adopted a 4-point Likert-scale whereas
5-point or 7-point scales are the norm; and obviously the wider
the range, the more likely that wider variation will occur in
keeping with the Normal Distribution Curve, upon which the
original Likert scales are based. The former assumption probably
explains why the results of this study, indicating the low
importance of technical factors are similar to Luk' s (1996)
finding with regard to formal education (a technical factor)
which was regarded as the least important out of 14 factors
studied.
The findings from the qualitative study also indicated that
technical factors, such as formal business qualifications and
knowing how to do the job were not considered to be important in
the retailing sector. The general perception was that other
factors such as experience played an even greater role in
business growth. The primary importance of business experience
in increasing the chances for a firm's survival was found by Bird
(1989), in a study into entrepreneurial behaviour, and by Steiner
& Solem (1988) who studied success factors in manufacturing
firms.
Looking at the importance of technical factors to the growth of
the low, medium, and high growth firms studied, the following
findings were recorded:
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Table 6.34 Importance of Technical Factors for the Different
Growth Categories
IMPORTANCE FREQUENCY
Low Growth Medium Growth High Growth
Very unimportant 0 0 0
Unimportant 3 3 0
Neutral Response 11 10 4
Important 16 15 0
Very important 1 4 0
The information in the table above indicates that technical
factors played a more important role with the low and medium
growth firms than they did with the high growth firms.
A possible reason why technical factors were not emphasised as
much as other factors is because the firms being studied are
retailers and, unlike manufacturing firms, do not necessarily
require expertise and skills in operating machinery or adhering
to high-speed computer aided systems.
Hence, the overall average score for technical factors of 3,5 on
the 5-point Likert scale suggests that these have not played an
important role in the growth of small Indian retailers in the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
3.6. OTHER FACTORS
Although respondents were given an opportunity in the structured
questionnaire to list other general factors that were perceived
to have played an important role in their growth, none responded.
However, through a process of coding and tallying of responses
with the qualitative semi-structured questionnaire, it seemed
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that some other factors also played an important role in the
growth of small Indian retailers situated in some of the previous
Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg. A discussion of these factors
follows:
3.6.1. The Experience Factor
Many of the businesses studied were predominantly from the
Passenger Indian group which means that the owners/managers
already had business experience before opening such businesses
in Pietermaritzburg. This group had an advantage over other
Indian retailers because, according to Bhana & Brain (1990) and
Arkin (1981), they had business experience and more capital
before coming to South Africa and hence exhibited more rapid
growth than the other indigenous Indian retailers.
It is interesting to note that this experience was well rounded
based on what are broadly recognised and taught as business
administration disciplines. Many had exposure to 'buying', 'doing
the books', ' selling', 'merchandising', 'debtors', and 'other
issues' that were unique to the running of different types of
businesses. The qualitative study indicated that a fairly strong
emphasis was placed on selling, which is a marketing function.
This finding is consistent with that of Hankinson (1991) who
found that good selling skills played an important role in
averting failure and hence bringing about growth. He emphasized
the importance of training to enhance selling skills. The
training in selling skills for the Indian retailers interviewed
in this study came mainly from experience and exposure to
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business from a young age.
Hence, experience which is a personal factor was seen to have
played an important role in business growth. In addition
experience helped to bring about more effective selling skills
which is a marketing issue which respondents perceived to have
made an important contribution to business growth. This finding
complements that of Onions (1995) study which found that 9 out
of 10 successful firms emphasized selling in addition to other
factors discussed elsewhere in this thesis.
3.6.2. Religious and Cultural Advantages
Carson (1988) and Peterson & Kozmetsky (1983) found that a lack
of finance is often a reason for business failure. The Muslim
Indian retailers claimed that the charging of interest was not
allowed according to their religion. Those Muslim traders who
raised finance from family sources were therefore relieved of
large financial burdens because no interest was charged on the
borrowed funds. This implies that the cost effective raising of
finance by certain traders probably played an important role in
their business growth. There was also evidence of a strong
support base from family, friends, and the community that
provided assistance to businesses requiring finance. Often money
was lent at a lower interest rate than that charged by formal
lending institutions; and sometimes a relative would lend money
without any expectation of being repaid. Clearly, these
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advantages in raising finance more effectively can be assumed to
have contributed to the growth of the small Indian retailer in
this study.
Hence, religious and cultural values can be regarded as
responsible for the growth of small Indian retailers interviewed
in this study.
3.6.3. Problems Creating Growth Opportunities
a. Group Areas
The qualitative study indicated that the older businesses
particularly were affected by the Group Areas Act. It was
indicated that after establishing themselves in certain
locations, they had to re-locate as a result of the Group Areas
Act which is documented in Ginwala (1992). As a result, many
suffered great losses in that transition period through having
to re-establish themselves in different locations. Those who
owned properties in the affected areas, suffered great losses in
that their properties were expropriated and they were paid a
pittance by way of so-called "compensation".
The Group Areas issue was "managed" by some Indian retailers
through transferring and buying properties in the "better-
located" white areas in the names of white nominees. Business was
carried out as usual from these premises thus preventing many
potential disruptive problems and hence the risk of failure. This
strategy helped increase the chances of business survival and
growth for those small Indian retailers with the foresight and
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funds to be able to manipulate the offensive Group Areas Act to
their own advantage.
Those Indian retailers who were moved to Indian areas mostly
managed the effects of the Group Areas Act by changing their
product assortment to cater for the needs of those customers in
the new locations. This strategic move could have helped in
averting potential failure as Clifford & Cavanagh (1985) observed
that in growth and successful companies, customer needs guide
company operations.
Although it was agreed that the Group Areas Act placed severe
limitations on Indian retailers, it was claimed that it also
unintentionally helped to place them closer to their traditional
Indian markets of which they already had detailed knowledge.
Hence,they were better positioned to serve the Indian market
segment more effectively. It also emerged from this study that
small Indian retailers normally situated their premises close to
Black bus stops and taxi ranks which were perceived to be high
growth markets because of the large indigenous population
converging in such localities. Hence, many adapted to the Group
Areas Act by capitalising on opportunities stemming from the
Black market which was more accessible.
The study also indicated that there was a tendency for non-whites
to give more support to non-white owned businesses due to
Apartheid, certainly during the early 1980s when many white-owned
shops were boycotted by non-white customers. This form of passive
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political protest therefore played an important role in
contributing to business growth. These findings are consistent
with those of Chaganti & Chaganti (1983) who found that
profitable and growth firms identify a niche in the market.
Hence, for all its obvious cultural indignities and financial
disadvantages, the Group Areas Act indirectly contributed to
growth by creating alternative marketing opportunities for a
community which was characterised by its adaptive and resilient
response to contingencies whether intentional or random.
OFTESTSCHI-SQUARE(USINGHYPOTHESES4 . TESTING THE
INDEPENDENCE)
In exploring whether certain factors could be positively
associated with, and whether they played an important role in,
the growth of small Indian retailers located in the previous
Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg, in particular, the role that
marketing factors have played in this growth, frequency tables
were computed so that a 'goodness of fit' could be established
using the chi-square test. The importance of the 'goodness of
fit' analysis is that it permits the determination of whether or
not a significant difference exists between the observed number
of cases falling into each category, and the expected number of
cases based on the null hypothesis (Haber and Runyon, quoted in
Bbenkele : 1986).
A chi-square test was performed for each factor. This was




specification of the frequencies that would be expected in each
category, before testing this hypothesis. With a 5-point Likert
scale there were five categories and the expected number in each
category, given that there were a total of 67 respondents, is
13,4 (ie. 67 divided by 5). The null hypothesis that the
observations in each category are not significantly different




Where Fo is the observed number in each category and Fe the
expected number in each category.
4.1. Testing hypothesis HI
It was hypothesised that personal factors were very important in
the growth of Indian retailers located in the previous Group
Areas in Pietermaritzburg. The reason for this hypothesis is that
personal factors have been found in similar studies into small
businesses by Morkel and Gasse in Scholtz(1986) to have played
an important role in growth.
The information in the table on the next page was used to perform
the chi-square test for personal factors:
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At 4 degrees of freedom {calculated by using the formula - (row
minus 1) (column minus I} the value from the tables at a 95%
confidence level was 9,49.
The chi-square value for personal factors is greater than the
chi-squared statistic from the table, hence the relationship is
significant. More particularly, the greatest significance, and
highest frequency, was recorded at the importance rating of 5.
Therefore, it can be concluded that personal factors have played
a very important role in the growth of Indian retailers located
in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
The information in the table on the next page was used to perform
the chi-square test for personal (low growth firms) factors:
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Table 6.36 Calculation of Chi-Squared Statistic for Personal






























From the table above, it was apparent that for low growth firms,
the chi-square value for personal factors is greater than the
chi-squared statistic from the table, hence the relationship is
significant. More particularly, the greatest significance, and
highest frequency, was recorded at an importance rating of 5.
Therefore, it can be concluded that personal factors have played
a very important role in the growth of low growth Indian
retailers located in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
The information in the table below was used to perform the chi-
square test for personal (medium growth firms) factors:
Table 6.37 Calculation of Chi-Squared Statistic for Personal































From table 6.37, it was apparent that for medium growth firms,
the chi-square value for personal factors is greater than the
chi-squared statistic from the table, hence the relationship is
significant. More particularly, the greatest significance, and
highest frequency, was recorded at an importance rating of 5.
Therefore, it can be concluded that personal factors have played
a very important role in the growth of medium growth Indian
retailers located in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
According to Malhotra (1996: 523), " ... chi-square analysis should
not be conducted when the expected or theoretical frequencies in
any of the cells is less than five." Therefore, a chi-square test
was not conducted for personal factors (high growth firms)
because the expected frequencies in each cell is less than five
as shown in the table below:

























However, from the frequency counts shown in the table above, it
is apparent that personal factors played a very important role
in the growth of small Indian retailers in this study.
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Overall though, growth was positively associated with personal
factors and from the frequency counts which were generally
concentrated at importance rating 5 of the Likert scale (ie. very
important), it can be concluded that personal factors played a
very important role in the growth of small Indian retailers in
this study.
Hence, hypothesis (HI) is supported.
4.2. Testing hypothesis H2
It was hypothesised that financial factors were very important
in the growth of Indian retailers located in the previous Group
Areas in Pietermaritzburg. The rationale for this hypothesis is
that financial factors have been found, in similar studies into
small businesses by Hodgetts (1995) and Carson (1988) to be
important to the growth of small businesses.
The information in the table below was used to perform the chi-
square test for financial factors:
































At 4 degrees of freedom {calculated by using the formula -(row
minus 1) (column minus 1} the value from the tables at a 95%
confidence level was 9,49.
The chi-square value for financial factors is greater than the
chi-squared statistic from the table, hence the relationship is
significant. More particularly, the greatest significance, and
highest frequency, was recorded at an importance rating of 5.
Therefore, it can be concluded that financial factors have played
a very important role in the growth of Indian retailers located
in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
The information in the table below was used to perform the chi-
square test for financial (low growth firms) factors:
Table 6.40 Calculation of Chi-Squared Statistic for Financial






























From the table above, the chi-square value of financial factors
for low growth firms is greater than the chi-squared statistic
from the table, hence the relationship is significant. More
particularly, the greatest significance, and highest frequency,
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was recorded at an importance rating of 5.
Therefore, it can be concluded that financial factors have played
a very important role in the growth of low growth Indian
retailers located in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
The information in the table below was useful to perform the chi-
square test for personal (medium growth firms) factors:
Table 6.41 Calculation of Chi-Squared Statistic for Financial






























From the table above, the chi-square value of financial factors
for medium growth firms is greater than the chi-squared statistic
from the table, hence the relationship is significant. More
particularly, the greatest significance, and highest frequency,
was recorded at an importance rating of 5.
Therefore, it can be concluded that financial factors have played
a very important role in the growth of medium growth Indian
retailers located in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
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According to Malhotra (1996: 523), " ... chi-square analysis should
not be conducted when the expected or theoretical frequencies in
any of the cells is less than five." Therefore, a chi-square test
was not conducted for financial factors (high growth firms)
because the expected frequencies in each cell is less than five
as shown in the table below:

























However, from the frequency counts shown in the table above, it
is evident that financial factors played a very important role
in the growth of small Indian retailers in this study.
Overall though, growth was positively associated with financial
factors and from the frequency counts which were generally
concentrated at importance rating 5 of the Likert scale (ie. very
important), it can be concluded that financial factors played a
very important role in the growth of small Indian retailers in
this study.
Hence, hypothesis (H2) is supported.
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4.3. Testing Hypothesis H3
It was hypothesised that marketing factors were very important
in the growth of Indian retailers located in the previous Group
Areas in Pietermaritzburg. The reason for this hypothesis is that
marketing factors such as price and service were noted in Bhana
& Brain (1990) to have played an important role in the growth of
Indian retailers in South Africa.
The information in the table below was used to perform the chi-
square test for marketing factors:































At 4 degrees of freedom {calculated by using the formula -(row
minus 1) (column minus 1} the value from the tables at a 95%
confidence level was 9,49.
The chi-square value for marketing factors is greater than the
chi-squared statistic from the table, hence the relationship is
significant. More particularly, the greatest significance, and
highest frequency, was recorded at an importance rating of 4.
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Therefore, it can be concluded that marketing factors have played
an important role in the growth of Indian retailers located in
the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
The information in the table below was used to perform the chi-
square test for marketing (low growth firms) factors:
Table 6.44 Calculation of Chi-Squared Statistic for Marketing






























From the table above, the chi-square value of marketing factors
for low growth firms is greater than the chi-squared statistic
from the table, hence the relationship is significant. More
particularly, the greatest significance, and highest frequency,
was recorded at an importance rating of 4.
Therefore, it can be concluded that marketing factors have played
an important role in the growth of low growth Indian retailers
located in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
The information ln the table below was used to perform the chi-
square test for marketing (medium growth firms) factors:
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Table 6.45 Calculation of Chi Squared Statistic for Marketing






























From the table above, the chi-square value of marketing factors
for medium growth firms is greater than the chi-squared statistic
from the table, hence the relationship is significant. More
particularly, the greatest significance, and highest frequency,
was recorded at an importance rating of 4.
Therefore, it can be concluded that marketing factors have played
an important role in the growth of medium growth Indian retailers
located in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
According to Malhotra (1996:523), " ... chi-square analysis should
not be conducted when the expected or theoretical frequencies in
any of the cells is less than five. 11 Therefore, a chi-square test
was not conducted for marketing factors (high growth firms)
because the expected frequencies in each cell is less than five
as shown in the table on the next page:
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However, from the frequency counts shown in the table above, it
is evident that marketing factors played a very important role
in the growth of small Indian retailers in this study.
Overall though, growth was positively associated with marketing
factors and from the frequency counts which were generally
concentrated at importance rating 4 of the Likert scale (ie.
important), it can be concluded that marketing factors played an
important role in the growth of small Indian retailers in this
study, al though not as important as the role personal and
financial factors have played.
Hence, hypothesis (H3) is supported.
4.4. Testing Hypothesis H4
It was hypothesised that management factors were important in the
growth of Indian retailers located in the previous Group Areas
in Pietermaritzburg. The reason for this hypothesis is that
management factors have been found by Morkel in Scholtz (1986)
to be important in the growth of small firms. In fact, Dekimp &
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Morrison (1991) found that a businesse's life expectancy
increases with good management.
The information in the table below was used to perform the chi-
square test for management factors:































At 4 degrees of freedom {calculated by using the formula -(row
minus 1) (column minus 1} the value from the tables at a 95%
confidence level was 9,49.
The chi-square value for management factors is greater than the
chi-squared statistic from the table, hence the relationship is
significant. More particularly, the greatest significance, and
highest frequency, was recorded at an importance rating of 4.
Therefore, it can be concluded that management factors have
played an important role in the growth of Indian retailers
located in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
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The information in the table below was used to perform the chi-
square test for management (low growth firms) factors:
Table 6.48 Calculation of Chi-Squared Statistic for






























From the table above, the chi-square value of management factors
for the low growth firms is greater than the chi-squared
statistic from the table, hence the relationship is significant.
More particularly, the greatest significance, and highest
frequency, was recorded at an importance rating of 4.
Therefore, it can be concluded that management factors have
played an important role in the growth of low growth Indian
retailers located in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
The information in the table on the next page was used to perform
the chi-square test for management (medium growth firms) factors:
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Table 6.49 Calculation of Chi-Squared Statistic for






























From the table above, the chi-square value of management factors
for medium growth firms is greater than the chi-squared statistic
from the table, hence the relationship is significant. More
particularly, the greatest significance, and highest frequency,
was recorded at an importance rating of 4.
Therefore, it can be concluded that management factors have
played an important role in the growth of medium growth Indian
retailers located in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
According to Malhotra (1996:523), " ... chi-square analysis should
not be conducted when the expected or theoretical frequencies in
any of the cells is less than five. 11 Therefore, a chi-square test
was not conducted for management factors (high growth firms)
because the expected frequencies in each cell is less than five
as shown in the table on the next page:
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However, from the frequency counts shown in the table above, it
is evident that management factors played an important role in
the growth of small Indian retailers in this study.
Overall though, growth was positively associated with management
factors and from the frequency counts which were generally
concentrated at importance rating 4 of the Likert scale (ie.
important), it can be concluded that management factors played
an important role in the growth of small Indian retailers in this
study, although not as important as the role personal, financial,
and marketing factors have played.
Hence, hypothesis (H4) is supported.
4.5. Testing Hypothesis H5
It was hypothesised that technical factors were important in the
growth of Indian retailers located in the previous Group Areas
in Pietermaritzburg. The reason for this hypothesis is that
technical factors have been found by Morkel in Scholtz (1986) and
Bamberger (1982) to be important in the growth of
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small firms.
The information in the table below was used to perform the chi-
square test for technical factors:































At 4 degrees of freedom {calculated by using the formula -(row
minus 1) (column minus 1} the value from the tables at a 95%
confidence level was 9,49.
The chi-square value for technical factors is greater than the
chi-squared statistic from the table, hence the relationship is
significant. More particularly, the greatest significance, and
highest frequency, was recorded at an importance rating of 4.
Therefore, it can be concluded that technical factors have played
an important role in the growth of Indian retailers located in
the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
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The information in the table below was used to perform the chi-
square test for technical (low growth firms) factors:
Table 6.52 Calculation of Chi-Squared Statistic for






























From the table above, the chi-square value of technical factors
for low growth firms is greater than the chi-squared statistic
from the table, hence the relationship is significant. More
particularly, the greatest significance, and highest frequency,
was recorded at an importance rating 4.
Therefore, it can be concluded that technical factors have played
an important role in the growth of low growth Indian retailers
located in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
The information in the table on the next page was used to perform
the chi-square test for technical (medium growth firms) factors:
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Table 6.53 Calculation of Chi-Squared Statistic for






























From the table above, the chi-square value of technical factors
for medium growth firms is greater than the chi-squared statistic
from the table, hence the relationship is signif icant. More
particularly, the greatest significance, and highest frequency,
was recorded at an importance rating 4.
Therefore, it can be concluded that technical factors have played
an important role in the growth of medium growth Indian retailers
located in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
According to Malhotra (1996: 523), " ... chi-square analysis should
not be conducted when the expected or theoretical frequencies in
any of the cells is less than five." Therefore, a chi-square test
was not conducted for technical factors (high growth firms)
because the expected frequencies in each cell is less than five
as shown in the table on the next page:
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However, from the frequency counts shown in the table above, it
is evident that technical factors played neither an important nor
unimportant role in the growth of small Indian retailers (high
growth firms) in this study.
Overall though, growth was positively associated with technical
factors and from the frequency counts which were generally
concentrated at importance rating 4 of the Likert scale (ie.
important), it can be concluded that technical factors played an
important role in the growth of small Indian retailers in this
study, although not as important as the role personal, financial,
marketing, and management factors have played.
Hence, hypothesis (H5) is supported.
5. SUMMARY
In this study, 67 small Indian retailers in some of the previous
Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg were interviewed. All 67
businesses were in the retailing sector, were in business during
the Apartheid era , survived for at least three years, and
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exhibited growth, although in varying degrees. They were
classified as low, medium, and high growth using Hatten's (1997)
and Walker' (1988) growth models. There were 31 low growth, 32
medium growth, and 4 high growth.
The most important factors in this study were found to be in
order of importance: personal, financial factors, marketing,
management, and technical. In addition, the qualitative study
showed that culture and religion, Group Areas, and business
experience were also perceived to have played an important role
in business growth in this study ..






A belief in Superior Quality and Service
Learning from Failure
Knowledge of Business and Market
Adequate Capital
Price
In testing the hypothesis, using the Chi-squared test, it was
found that there were significant relationships between business
growth and personal, financial, marketing, management, and
technical factors. For all factors, using the Chi-squared test,
significant differences and high frequency counts were prevalent
at important levels thus suggesting that all factors studied were
at least important in the growth of Indian retailers situated in
the Previous group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
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1. AIM OF THE CHAPTER
This chapter concludes the dissertation by discussing the results
of the empirical study within the framework of the research
question, objectives and hypotheses. Secondly, the issues of
validity of the results are discussed with special reference to
face and construct validity. Thirdly, the conceptual and
empirical contributions of the findings are discussed. Fourthly,
the managerial implications of the study findings are addressed.
Fifthly, the limitations of the study and suggestions for future
research are discussed.
2. A RESTATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH OUESTION
HYPOTHESES AND RESULTS
The problem which this study has attempted to address was to
investigate the key factors responsible for the growth of the
Indian retailer in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg.
More specifically, this study attempted to ascertain the role
that marketing, and marketing factors have played in the growth
of the small Indian retailer.
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3. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study are as follows:
a. To identify and evaluate the key factors which have played
an important role in the growth of small Indian retail
businesses situated in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
b. To identify and evaluate whether marketing has played an
important role in the growth of small Indian retailers
situated in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
c. To perform a and b for low, medium, and high growth small
Indian retailers in some of the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
d. To ascertain whether the growth of small Indian retailers
in some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg
could be correlated or positively associated with the key
factors identified.
The main reason for undertaking this study was that, despite the
problems faced by Indian retailers, certainly in the Apartheid
era, as noted by Bhana & Brain (1990), Arkin (1989), Rennie
(1989) I and Ginwala (1992), it appeared that many Indian
retailers have achieved growth in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg. An interest was therefore created to
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investigate the key factors for this growth with particular
emphasis on the role of marketing.
Hopefully, the information generated from this study could enable
other entrepreneurs in disadvantaged situations to increase their
opportunities for generating growth, although there is no
guarantee that what worked with some Indian retailers would work
in other business environments.
4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
The factors that were found to have played a key role in the
growth of Indian retailers situated in some of the previous Group






More specifically, the 'top ten' sub-factors in descending order
of priority were:
1. Honesty (Personal factor)
2 . Hard Work (Personal factor)
3 . Commitment (Personal factor)
4 . Involvement (Personal factor)
5. Common Sense (Personal factor)
6 . A belief in superior
quality and service (Marketing factor)
7. Learning from Failure (Personal factor)
8. Knowledge of Business
and Market (Marketing factor)
9. Adequate Capital (Financial factor)
10. Price (Marketing factor)
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The specific findings for each of the factors mentioned above can
be summarized as follows:
a. Personal factors were found to have been emphasized by the low
and medium growth firms as being very important to business
growth. This finding is consistent with the findings of Morkel
in Scholtz (1986) and Gasse in Scholtz (1986) in similar studies.
Most of those interviewed, spent more than eight hours per day
on business-related matters. There were also some who would work
even on Sundays to attend to business related matters. The high
level of dedication and hard-work displayed by family members
such as the wife and children was also very striking. This
finding is consistent with similar studies by Murphy (1986) and
Hills & Narayana (1990) who also found that hard work played an
important role in business growth.
There is also a very strong evidence that honesty, which probably
stems from the culture and religion of the Indian retailer was
an important contributor to their business growth. The perception
was that an honest approach in pointing out, for example, a
reject instilled a sense of trust in the trader for the customer
which indirectly boosted marketing performance. This finding is
consistent with Palmer's (1977) study which found that honesty
played an important role in the historical progress of the small
Indian retailer.
The level of initiative and optimism, also featured very strongly
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as important growth factors. Many respondents felt that, despite
the difficulties faced during Apartheid, their ambitions and
drive to see their businesses succeed and grow, helped to
overcome many obstacles. This finding is similar to Hills and
Narayana's (1990) finding on profile characteristics of
progressive small traders.
A common sense approach to business and analysing problems in a
simple way was also thought to have played a vital role in the
growth of the Indian retailer. An example, of a common sense
approach given was that 'you can have the best possible product,
if it does not satisfy customer needs, it will not make money for
you - it is as simple as that.'
Hence, a number of personal factors were found to have played a
very important role in the growth of small Indian retailers
situated in some of the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg
which is consistent with the findings of Morkel in Scholtz
(1986), Murphy (1986), and Hills & Narayana (1990).
b. Financial factors, were found to be the second most important
factors in the growth of the Indian retailer in some of the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg. This result is
consistent with the work of Bhana & Brain (1990) with specific
reference to Passenger Indians, and that of Hodgetts & Kuratko
(1995) and Chaganti & Chaganti (1995).
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It was found that many of the Indian retailers studied had
Passenger Indian origins. Passenger Indians, as noted in Bhana
& Brain (1990) and Arkin (1989), were found to have exhibited
relatively higher growth as a result of having already
accumulated capital from conducting business elsewhere, before
entering business in South Africa.
Another interesting finding was that the Indian retailers studied
exhibited growth as a result of keeping overheads low. This
result is consistent with the findings of Bhana & Brain (1990)
and Arkin (1989).
A greater control of cash was also cited as a growth factor and
it was found in many businesses that the owner, his wife or
children, operated the till and handled the cash. The rationale
was that this helped to eradicate temptations on the part of
staff to steal, and enabled a family member to oversee working
arrangements in the store.
Cultural and religious factors also played a vital role in
business growth for those traders who raised finance from family
sources and were usually not charged interest on cultural and
religious grounds. The issue of raising capital on affordable
terms was noted by Onions (1995) as playing an important role in
the growth and survival of small firms.
Hence, many financial advantages were gained and played a vital
role in the growth of small Indian retailers in some of the
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previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg. It is also noteworthy
that cultural and religious factors assisted certain small Indian
retailers in raising finance more cost-effectively than their
non-Indian competitors.
c. Marketing, al though ranked third in terms of perceived
importance, was generally regarded as a very important factor for
business growth by the low, medium, and high growth firms. This
finding is consistent with those of McBurnie & Clutterbuck (1988)
that marketing is the linchpin in the successful growth of
companies. This finding is further supported in similar studies
by Hankinson (1991), Radder (1988) and Carson (1988) which also
found marketing to have played an important role in the growth
of small businesses. As these studies were carried out in
Northern Hemisphere countries it indicates that marketing has a
general, possibly universal importance in the growth of small
businesses and is not a specific characteristic of South African
businesses owned by the Indian community.
There was a general feeling that being small and hence closer to
the customer, made the business better at marketing from the
point of view of satisfying the customer more effectively than
larger businesses. Respondents indicated that the Group Areas Act
provided marketing advantages as many traders, who catered for
the Indian and Black markets, were positioned relatively closer
to these markets than their White counterparts. Most of the
respondents also attributed their growth to a detailed knowledge
of the customer and admitted to being driven by customer needs.
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Clifford and Cavanagh (1985) also found that customer needs guide
company operations on both the strategic and tactical levels. The
fact that many Indian retailers targeted attention on the Indian
segment which they understood in depth (Bhana & Brain: 1990),
probably helped to generate growth. Medium and high growth firms
particularly reported that, although they did not do market
research in a formal sense, they would always talk to customers
in order to understand their needs better and hence stock more
compatible products.
The low, medium, and high growth firms acknowledged that service
was the 'cutting' edge in maintaining survival and achieving
growth. This finding is consistent with that of Hills & Narayana
(1990), Buzzell & Heany (1974), Rothwell & Gardiner (1984), and
Takeuchi & Quelch (1983), who have stressed the role of quality
service as a contributor towards business success and hence
growth.
Respondents said that their markets were very competitive. As a
result, they had to cut prices in order to survive and generate
more sales. There was also a feeling that the market was becoming
more price sensitive and respondents felt that price tactics such
as two-for -the-price-of-one and buy-one-get-one-free helped to
increase growth during competitive market conditions.
However, although marketing played an important role in the
growth of small Indian retailers in Pietermaritzburg, personal
and financial factors played more important roles in business
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growth.
d. The role of management, although not as important as the
preceding issues, was important especially in the growth of
medium and high growth firms although it was not as important
in the low growth firms. A possible reason for the lack of
attention to management in low growth firms is that, according
to Walker's (1988) growth stage paradigm, low growth firms are
normally at the growth stage of existence when the business is
not expanding rapidly and hence the owner is not burdened with
many management responsibilities. At higher levels of growth and
expansion though, the owner becomes more burdened with extra
responsibilities and hence a bigger emphasis is placed on the
role of management. Whilst respondents in the medium and high
growth firms stated that taking calculated risks helped to bring
about growth, which is consistent with the work of McKinsey
(1980), low growth firms in general felt that their growth was
as a result of 'luck', being in the right place at the right
time', and ' taking a chance I. A possible reason for this
difference could be that low growth firms placed little emphasis
on management and, because planning is a part of management, they
would therefore be less likely to plan and take calculated risks
than rely on "luck" instead.
The general viewpoint of respondents was that flexibility, for
example, in terms of changing prices, was important in retaining
customers and bringing about growth. This finding is consistent
with Steiner & Solem's (1988) study into small firms which also
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found that flexibility was vital for success and hence growth.
It was also felt that the keeping of good records and exercising
control over important issues like finance were important
contributors to success and growth. This finding is consistent
with a similar study noted in Hodgetts & Kuratko (1995).
Hence, although management factors did not feature amongst the
main key factors for growth, they were nonetheless important as
was hypothesised.
e. The technical factor category was not emphasised by
respondents as a growth contributor as much as the other factors.
This is somewhat at variance with the findings of Morkel in
Scholtz (1986), where technical factors were found to be
important. A possible reason for this is that Morkel in Scholtz's
(1986) study was into manufacturing firms, where technical skills
play an important part, whereas this is less so for retailers
included in this study.
It was also found that formal business education and training did
not play as important a role in growth as business experience
which was cited as being important. It was found that most
respondents had prior experience and exposure to business and
often went into businesses in which they had past experience.
Hence this study concludes that the leading key factors for the
growth of small Indian retailers in Pietermaritzburg were
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personal, financial, and marketing, respectively. Although
management factors were perceived to be important they were not
included amongst the 'key factors'. Finally, although the
hypothesis of technical factors playing an important role in the
growth of the small Indian retailer was validated, on the whole
this factor was perceived to be the least important of those
included in this study.
5. JUSTIFICATION OF THE VALIDITY OF THE RESULTS
5.1. Construct Validity
Construct validi ty refers to whether the research 'properly
identifies or names the variables under study' (Kidder : 1981).
The questionnaires that were used by this study to measure
business growth included variables that had been used in similar
studies by Morkel in Scholtz (1986), Gasse in Scholtz (1986),
Scholtz (1986) and Bamberger (1982). The work of Bhana & Brain
also helped to focus on factors which have been known
historically to have contributed to the growth of Indian
retailers in South Africa. These variables were also included in
the questionnaire.
5.2. Face Validity
Because the results of this study are consistent





6. CONTRIBUTION OF THIS RESEARCH TO EXISTING KNOWLEDGE
6.1. Conceptual Contribution
Although this research was limited in scope by time and financial
constraints, the results are encouraging. These bear similarities
to results of previous studies by Morkel in Scholtz (1986) and
Gasse in Scholtz (1986). There is a slight difference in the
results of this study compared with that of Morkel in Scholtz
(1986) in that technical factors were found to be less important
than they were in Morkel in Scholtz's (1986) study. It would seem
that the reason for this was that Morkel's study was on
manufacturing firms where technical factors like modern equipment
play a more important role in achieving, say, economies of scale
than they would play in this study where the focus was on
retailers, which are less dependent on technology.
In terms of the role of marketing, although the latter was
perceived to have played an important role, it was not regarded
to be as important as personal and financial factors in business
growth. Personal factors were considered to be more important
which is also consistent with the work of Morkel in Scholtz
(1986) and Gasse in Scholtz (1986).
From the point of view of marketing's role in small business
growth, the findings of this study into some marketing factors
contradicted some conceptual, and empirical findings of other
studies specified below. This is what makes this study unique and
a potential contribution to knowledge. These contradictions were
as follows:
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a. Cooper (1979) found that avoiding dynamic and competitive
markets and focusing on growth markets, were important factors
for the success and growth of small businesses. However, this
study found that the preceding factors were unimportant to the
growth of the Indian retailer in some of the previous Group Areas
of Pietermaritzburg. Apparently small Indian retailers in the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg were in very competitive
and volatile markets. Hence, it would seem that Cooper's (1979)
findings are not relevant to this study.
b. The issue of market niche as a growth factor was not regarded
as important by the low and medium growth firms although the high
growth firms regarded this as important. This corroborates
findings on high growth firms reported by Chaganti & Chaganti
(1983) that the most profitable firms identify a niche in the
market. However, the overall findings on low and medium growth
firms contradicts those of Chaganti & Chaganti (1983).
c. Market research was found by Takeuchi & Quelch (1983) and
Hooley & Lynch (1985) to be important to business success and
hence growth was not found to be as important in this study.
Although high growth firms placed emphasis on research, medium
and low growth firms attached less importance to research.
However, the impression was that even though low and high growth
firms may not do formal research, probably due to cost factors,
they did basic informal research, for example, by talking to
customers in an attempt to ascertain their needs.
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Therefore although there are numerous marketing factors that have
been found to play an important role in business growth, and
still more which have been perceived conceptually and
theoretically as important, avoiding dynamic markets, niche
marketing, and formal market research were found not to be
important in this particular study.
Marketing with special emphasis on knowledge of the business and
market, service, and price was found to be important as a growth
contributor in this study, which is consistent with the findings
of Clifford & Cavanagh (1985), Hills & Narayana (1990), and Baker
& Hart (1995), respectively.
6.2 Empirical Contribution
This study provides empirical data in Pietermaritzburg on factors
that have been perceived to play an important role in the growth
of Indian retailers situated in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg.
It is apparent that many small Indian retailers in
Pietermaritzburg have exhibited growth. It is also noteworthy
that many of these businesses exhibited growth and progressed,
even though they were victims of prejudice during the Apartheid
era, as noted in (Bhana & Brain 1990, and Ginwala 1992).
However, even though Indian retailers exhibi ted growth and
progress, not enough research has been done to understand the
main reasons for this growth in the previous Group Areas of
Pietermaritzburg. Hence the empirical contribution of this study
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takes on added importance.
The information provided by this study can be useful to those
businesses wanting to increase their opportunities for growth.
It is also useful to organisations wanting to increase their
competitive capabilities and market share in a turbulent and
combative business environment when difficult market conditions
prevail, as is the case in South Africa because of global and
economic uncertainty. In addition, local organisations that are
involved with small businesses in terms of development, training,
education, and support can also benefit from the findings. Such
organisations would include, the local University,
Pietermaritzburg Chamber of Commerce, The Transitional Local
Council, Kwa Zulu Natal Economic Forum, Ndlovu Regional
Council, and others too numerous to mention.
7. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS
The results of this study should be useful to firms wanting to
increase their chances of growth. Generally, firms wanting to
grow should pay particular attention to the more important
factors listed below. The figures next to each factor indicate
the average score (out of 5) in terms of importance for all the










































Low growth firms wanting to grow into medium growth should pay
particular attention to the factors detailed on the next page
which were found to be the 'top-ten' most important factors for
medium growth firms. Each factor has an average importance score




































Low and medium growth firms wanting to increase growth to high
growth could pay particular attention to the following factors
all of which were found to be the most important factors for high
growth firms. Each factor has an average importance score (out
of 5) as previously mentioned:
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Sub-Factor Average Score out of 5
A belief in
superior
quality & service 5
Knowledge of



























Drawing on the empirical findings section, there are a number of
managerial implications with regards to the most important
personal factors. As far as hard work, honesty, commitment,
common sense, and learning from failure are concerned, the higher
emphasis on these factors in progressing from low to medium to
high growth suggests that firms wanting to increase growth should
concentrate more on these factors.
Similarly, higher emphasis was placed on marketing factors with
progression to higher growth levels. This suggests that in order
to increase growth, greater emphasis has to be placed on
marketing factors, more particularly service, price and knowledge
of business and market. There are also implications here for
marketing mix formulation. Managers wanting to increase their
chances of growth could place more emphasis on service, for
example, on benefits such as guarantees, warranties, availability
of spare parts, being helpful, friendly and going that 'extra
mile' in accommodating customers. The other important emphasis
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would be on price, in terms of price cutting, for example, when
all other factors are equal. It is also noteworthy that the high
growth and most progressive firms placed a very important
emphasis on market research which was less emphasized by the low
and medium growth firms. The managerial implication here is that
a greater emphasis on market research could help firms aspire to
higher growth levels, although low growth firms must obviously
be able to meet the high cost of reliable research.
In evaluating financial factors, a greater emphasis was placed
on importance in progressing from lower to higher growth levels.
It can be concluded therefore, that firms at lower growth levels
should grow if greater emphasis is placed on the financial
factors described earlier in this study.
As to management, as progression took place to higher growth
levels, more emphasis was placed on this factor. A realistic
proposal, therefore, would be to increase emphasis on management
as a firm aspires to the higher growth levels.
The implication regarding technical factors is that the low
emphasis placed on this aspect suggests that these factors play
the least important role in the business growth of small
retailers, as recorded in this study.
8. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The limitations of this study highlight some of the areas that
could be pointed out as potential areas of weakness of the
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project. This section aims to show that the researcher is aware
of these weaknesses/ and that they have been taken into account
to ensure that the study still remains valid.
Firstly/ the results of this study are unique to Indian retailers
situated in the previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg and may
not be applicable to other businesses / including retailers /
manufacturers/ and service businesses/ situated outside the area
in question. However/ it is important to note that there seems
to be external validity with studies that have been conducted
previously/ as reported in the section on external validity.
Secondly/ the concept of 'growth' was used for 'success' in that
much of the literature used addresses the issues of success in
business. This is because much of the literature tends to refer
to 'growth' and 'success' as interchangeable concepts. In support
of substituting the term 'success' for 'growth'/ Walker (1988)
highlights five growth stages of which one is success. In
addition/ Peters & Waterman (1982) and Goldsmith and Clutterbuck
(1984) also use growth in defining success. However in an attempt
to avoid bias by substituting' success with' growth' / respondents
were also given an opportunity to address other factors (which
could have been included under 'general' in the questionnaire)
which they thought helped them to explain the growth of their
small businesses.
Thirdly/ out of the 67 businesses studied/ there were only four
in the category high growth/ and had not only survived but also
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displayed high levels of success and growth. They had large staff
compliments, numerous branches, and high inventory levels. The
differences between the high and medium growth businesses were
too great to combine these two groups. Hence, high growth
businesses were looked at as a separate category. It was felt
that by excluding these high growth firms on the basis of small
numbers would have deprived this study of an important
perspective, particularly from the point of view of the
qualitative information obtained in the semi-structured
questionnaire from respondents in high growth businesses.
Fourthly, the meri ts of the various factors, taken from the
literature and included in the questionnaire are not disputed but
taken on face value. The objective of this research, afterall,
was to determine the perception of Indian retailers in the
previous Group Areas of Pietermaritzburg on the importance of
these factors, which are widely used in the literature, to the
growth of their businesses and not enter into philosophic debate
as to their logical or semantic relevance.
Fifthly, it would have been preferable to present the results
according to type of business, however, due to respondents being
promised confidentiality, and the fact that certain categories
only included one business, anyone familiar with the
Pietermaritzburg area would have easily been able to identify the
business by name and thus undermine confidentiality and the
integrity of the author.
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Sixthly, the Chi-square test could not be used for high growth
firms, because the expected frequency in each cell was less than
5 and therefore, did not satisfy the general rule for conducting
such a test, as specified by Malhotra (1996).
Seventhly, the major disadvantage of the Likert scale used was
that it restricted responses. However, this limitation was offset
by using a semi-structured questionnaire (qualitative study) so
as to allow respondents an opportunity to provide more
information.
Eightly, there were limited sources of information on the history
of small Indian retailers and Indian trade in South Africa.
Therefore, certain facts were repeated more frequently in order
to support discussion and argument.
9. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
This section deals with possible extensions of the current work.
Firstly, as pointed out earlier, businesses studied did not want
to provide financial information which was regarded as strictly
confidential. However, if financial information could be obtained
without coercion, this would have helped to measure more
accurately the issue of growth and even business success. If
there is a any legitimate way of obtaining financial information
on Indian retailers, an important comprehensive study could be
conducted on business success with perhaps even more emphatic
'objective' findings than was possible in this study.
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Secondly, similar studies could be conducted amongst Indian-owned
businesses operating in the service and manufacturing sectors in
South Africa.
Thirdly, this type of study could be replicated amongst other
race groups that were disadvantaged by Apartheid legislation.
Finally, it would be worthwhile conducting a similar study on a
other small businesses in Pietermaritzburg to ascertain whether
the findings hold true for small businesses in general in the
greater Pietermaritzburg metropolitan area and further afield.
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SURVEY INTO KEY GROWTH FACTORS OF INDIAN BUSINESSES IN




Good morning/afternoon. My name is Sanjay Soni and I am studying
for a masters degree at the University of Natal Pietermaritzburg.
The aim of my study is to ascertain the key factors which have
been responsible for the growth of Indian businesses in
Pietermaritzburg. I would appreciate it if you could answer some
basic questions to assist me in my study. I want to assure you
that the information I get from you will be treated in the
strictest of confidence and the name of your business will not
be used in the study. To allay any fears, here is my university
identity card and a letter from my Head of Department showing
clearly that the intention of this research is purely for study
purposes.
PART 1
Questions 1-4 would qualify the respondents for inclusion in the
study. That is, they must be:
a. small
b. retailers
c. have survived for at least three years during Apartheid
d. have exhibited some sort of growth
If the respondents answer 'yes' to all of questions 1-4, they
will be included in the study for further study. However, if
respondents answer 'no' to anyone of the questions below, they
are thanked for participating I but not included for further
study.
QUESTION 1
Ascertain if the business is small. (Clarify according to SBDC
definition ie. independenyly owned, managed, free from outside
control, and managed in a personalised way) .
QUESTIQN 2
Ascertain if the business meets the 3 year in existence (during
Apartheid) time requirement.
QUESTIQN 3
Ascertain if the business is a retail establishment.
QUESTION 4
Ascertain the growth stage of the business using Hatten's (1997)
and Walker's (1988) models.
PART 2
If respondents qualify for inclusion in the study they are
questioned further.
QUESTION 1
When did you start your business?
QUESTIQN 2
How and why did you start the business? Was it motivated by
something, someone, etc.?
QUESTION 3
Where did you get the capital to start the business? Were there
any problems experienced in this regard?
QUESTION 4
When you started the business, did you employ any staff? If staff
were employed, during what period were they employed (immediately
after starting the business, a year after, etc.?). Were your
staff related to you?
QUESTIQN 5
Have you had any business experience before? If so, briefly
summarise this experience.
QUESTION 6
Provide brief details of your educational background
(qualifications, etc.) and other relevant experience.
OUESTION 7
How has your educational background or previous experience played
a role in the success of your business?
OUESTION 8
What do you understand by the term 'growth'in business? Explain.
QUESTION 9
What problems did you experience in running a small business
during the pre-Apartheid and post-Apartheid period? (Clarify what
is meant by small business and help respondent by mentioning
factors, ego too many regulations, problems in raising finance,
etc., which have been known to hinder the progress of small
business generally in South Africa) .
QUESTION 10
How did you overcome the problems mentioned in the previous
question?
OUESTION 11
In your line of business, what would you say determines growth?
Why? (Get the respondent to explain clearly which factors have
been responsible for his/her businesse's growth and why?)
QUESTION 12
In your opinion, are there any other businesses which have
exhibited growth because of the factors mentioned above? Explain.
(Probe as to whether those mentioned were similar or different
businesses) .
QUESTION 13
Many books state that in order for a business to do well it needs
to be marketing oriented. (Explain to the respondent what is
meant by marketing orientation) . Probe into whether the business:
a. is customer oriented
b. service oriented
c. thinks about customer needs
d. does market research to determine customer needs
e. stocks products with customer needs in mind
QUESTION 14
If,You look at sma~l busines~es that has exhibited growth, do you
thl~k that effectlve marketlng has played an important role in
thelr growth? Why? (For possible clarification, explain to the
respondent what is meant by marketing, the 4 ps concept, etc.)
QUESTIQN 15
How important a role has marketing played in the growth of your
business during both the pre and post-Apartheid periods? Explain.
(For possible clarification, explain to the respondent what is
meant by marketing) .
QUESTION 16
What religion, tradition or cultural group do you belong to? (Get
the respondent to explain the teachings of his/her religion,
culture, and tradition) .
QUESTION 17
How significant a role has your religion, tradition or culture
played in the growth of your business? If your religion,
tradition, or culture has played a significant role in the
success of your business, explain why and how?
QUESTION 18
In your opinion, has your religion, tradition or culture impeded
the growth of your business in any way? Please elaborate.
QUESTION 19
Have you had any business disasters/setbacks?
reasons/factors responsible if any.
Probe
Thank you very much for your participation and valuable insight.
SURVEY INTO KEY GROWTH FACTORS OF INDIAN OWNED SMALL
BUSINESSES IN THE PREVIOUS GROUP AREAS OF PIETERMARITZBURG
This is the second part of my study and I should appreciate it if you would take
a few minutes in responding to the questionnaire below.
QUESTION
How important a role have the following factors played in the growth of your
business? Please answer this question according to the following scale
Very Important = 5
Important = 4
Neither Important nor Unimportant 3
Unimportant = 2
Very Unimportant 1
Factors Very Important Neither Unimpo- Very
























Focus on high growth markets
Planning













Knowing how to do the job
Formal business education/training
E. MARKETING FACTORS
Knowledge of business and market
Scarce/no competition
A belief in innovation









THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTION.
Terms used in the questionnaire (structured) and their
Clarification




doing business-related things for more than eight
hours a day, taking work home, coming to the shop
on Sundays
telling customers about the drawbacks of the
products being sold being sold by the business,
paying the correct tax, and not over promising
selling products that customers want, keeping
overheads lower than turnover
Initiative &
Responsibility: being ambitious, making the first move to solve













being patient, being able to withstand business
making sure not to repeat mistakes made in the
business or other businesses
Being confident in your abilities and capabilities
want and need to get things done, action oriented,
gauge performance based on results - Hodgetts &
Kuratko (1995)
determined to get things done
devoted and dedicated to the business and market
self explanatory
b. The management factor terms used can be clarified as follows:
Specialisation:
Diversification
~elling a sp~cific type of product, excelling
In one partlcular functional area



















:performing all/virtually functions of the
business oneself
concentrate on customer needs and unsatisfied
needs
good at motivating staff, controlling
expenses, doing things to direct the business
positively in the market
can adapt easily to changes
self explanatory
self explanatory
setting goals and deciding what to do to
knowing what you want
thinking carefully before taking any chances
keeping control of expenditure, keeping
accounting records and registers







keeping records and exercising control over
d. The technical factor terms used can be clarified as follows:
Knowing how to





possessing a business qualification ie.
diploma, degree
5.27


















knowing the business and what
customers want
self explanatory
believing in new approaches to doing things
believing in excellent customer satisfaction
and value, by being helpful, friendly, and
providing benefits to customers
being customer oriented
being part of a unique business which bigger
businesses are not in
getting information on customers to be used
in making marketing decisions
offering products that satisfy customer needs
communicating with customers in order to
influence them to buy your products.
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